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SIaIf .... by HdIaeI MarcaIIe 
JED'S BACK-Evangelist Jed Smock. not an festival wiD start at 7 p.m. each night at tile 
unfamiliar face on campus. warms up Tuesday University's Free Form Area near the overpass. 
afternoon near the Student Center for the Smock will speak Aug. 25 and 26. 
Southern Illinois Jesus Festival Aug. 25"27. The 
Daily 'Egyptian 
Southern Dlinois University 
Wednesday. August 26. 198I-Vol.86 No.3 
Civil Service calls in Dlediator 
to aid in stalled contract talks 
By Tim Capps 
Staff Writer 
The Civil Service Bargaining 
Organization has called in a 
mediator in an attempt to end a 
two-week-old contract 
negotiation impasse between 
itself and the University. 
H. Lee Hester, a lab assistant 
in the Botany Department and 
chief negotiator for the 735 civil 
service employees represented 
by the organization. said a State 
Department of Labor mediator 
will be named in the next few 
days. The mediator's recom-
mendations will not be binding 
for either side. 
"I don't feel that the per-
sonnel office is taking us 
seriously," Hester said, "but 
with the mediator. I'm 100 
percent confident that we will 
win." 
Hester said negotiations 
broke down after the Personnel 
Services Office refused to 
consider an organization 
demand for a :r1 and one-half 
hour workweek. Although 
several other demands were 
discussed. including a 
clarification of personnel rules 
and 28 vacation days, Hester 
said the reduced workweek is 
the key issue. 
"All we're asking is to be 
brought up to the level of other 
universities. Not in pay, but 
benefits," he said. . 
Hester said 90 percent of state 
institutions offer a 37 and one-
half hour workweek for civil 
service employees, and some 
offer a 35 hour week. 
"SIU is seven years behind 
Ihp. times," he said. 
Warren E. Buffum. vice 
president for financial affairs. 
disa~reed. 
". m not sure we are behind 
the times at all:' he said. 
"We have been trying to 
move on this issue, and are now 
_~~~~ to find a way to pare the 
Buffum said his office sub-
m itted a study to President 
AlbertSomit in December.I980. 
which indicated there would be 
no cost to shift to the shorter 
workweek. A subsequent study , 
however. uncovered a cost of 
overS200.000 which would result 
from the change. 
Somit said Tuesday he agreed 
to the reduced workweek. He 
said although the University 
can not afford to implement it 
now. he will give It serious 
thought for next year. 
.-
Gus says die civil senKe fo. 
made _ mistake in _ski .. for 
pay raises-they 511011" "ave 
asked for paid lenes. 
Democrat picked in remap 'lottery' 
SPRINGfo'lELD lAP) -
Former Democratic Gov. 
Samuel Shapiro drew the "luck 
of the Irish" and was chosen by 
lottery Tuesday to break a 
legislative commission's 
deadlock over drawing a new 
political map for Illinois. 
Secretary of State James 
Edgar dipped his hand into an 
upside·down. foot-high 
stovepipe hat worn in l8fiO by 
Abrdham Lincoln. and puUed 
out a piece of paper on which 
Shapiro's name was written. 
A second piece of paper. with 
former RepUblican Gov. 
Richard Oglivie's name. stayed 
inside the tattered hat. worn by 
Lincoln while campaigning to 
become the first GOP, and 16th 
U.S .. president. 
Sen. James Donnewald. D-
Breese. chairman. told a two-
minute commission meeting an 
hour' after the lottery that it 
would next meet Sept. 2 at the 
CapitoL when Shapiro would be 
sworn in as the panel's ninth. 
tiebreaking member. 
No vote will be taken then 00 
a proposal to redraw legislative 
districts. Donnewald said. but 
he did not know when the nine-
member commission would 
approve a new map. One must 
be approved by Oct. 5. 
See REM,\P Page II 
Police search 
for witnesses 
to murder 
By Douglas Hamm 
Stall Writer 
Carbondale police were 
stationed at the "Ho Chi ;\OIinh 
Trail"' and U.S. 51 Monday 
evening looking for people who 
may have been in that area on 
the evening of the Aug. 17 
murder of student Susan K_ 
Schumake. Lt. Terry Murphy of 
the Carbondale Police 
Department said. 
Murphy said 12 officers were 
questioning the dnvers of cars 
exiting Lincoln Drive and 
pedestrians traveling along 
U.s. 51 and a path knOIli1l as the 
Ho Chi Minh Trail in hopes of 
gaining more information about 
the murder. 
"We're trying to fmd people 
who go by the scene on Mon-
days:' Murphy said. "We're 
looking for witnesses who may 
have seen something but dido't 
remember it the first time they 
were questioned." 
Murphy said police are re-
interviewing witnesses in a 
"gumshoe-type" of in-
vestigation. He said there are 
no new developments in the 
case. 
Miss Schumake's body was 
discovered by two SIU-C police 
officers in a grassy area bet-
ween U.S. 51 and the Illinois 
Central Gulf Railroad tracks. 
j'Jst east of the steam plant. at 
about 11:50 p.m .. Aug. 18. The 
body was discovered about 25 
feet nortb of tJ-le Ho Chi Minh 
Trail 
Miss Schumake. a senior in 
Radio-Television, had been 
reported missin5! by her 
roommates at 3:05 am. on the 
18th. She was last seen alive at 
about 5:30 p.m. the previous 
night by co-workers at the 
WIDB radio station. Autopsy 
~~r~ke ~~v~:~a ~~d 
strangledand was kille~bout 6 
p.m. :\-Iurphy said police are 
still waiting for the final 
autopsy report from Belleville 
pathologist Steven ~uerun· 
berger- and for the final reports 
from tbe state crime laboratory 
in De Soto. 
Carbondale police also 
printed and distributed flyers 
Monday asking anyone who 
traveled the trail on Aug. Ii or 
who saw anyone in the area of 
U.S. 51 and the SIU-C steam 
~~cnt!hit~~~g c!r:~c~rs ei~~ 
Carbondale police. S IU -C police 
or the Illinois Div ision of 
Criminal Investigation. 
The pink flyer is entitled """"E 
NEED YOUR HELP" and 
contains a picture of Miss 
Schumake. She is described in 
the ny~ as about ;; feet taU and 
I Of> poonds with brown eyes and 
blaek hair. She was last seen 
wearing a dark hooded blouse 
with lighter colored designs, 
blue jeans and red open-toed 
strap-on type shoes. The Dyer 
also says any inFormation will 
be kept confidential. 
Bruce Swinburne, vice-
president for student affairs, 
said three pages of revised 
saFety information will be 
printPd in Wednesday's Daily 
Egyptian. He said the in-
formation will be sim i1ar to past 
relt:asl'S -.,nd will include safety 
tips. e!T1t'f!ency phone numbers 
and inf(jrn~ation on how to use 
the Women's Trall$it. 
"We're IIlOking for ways to 
sensitize pt'ople about USing 
reasonable caution for their 
own safety. The release will be 
a pull·out and we hope it wiD 
make students more safety-
conscious." Swinburne said. 
July inflation rate 
runs 15.2 percent 
WASHINGTON lAP) - A declined by an average 0.8 
record jump in house prices and percent m July. the largest drop 
steep rises in the cost of mor- since April 1979, the bureau 
tgages. food and medit:al care said. In the past 12 months, a 
sent inDation surging at a 15.2 worker's buying power has 
percent annual rate in July, the shrunk by 2.9 percent 
highest level in more than a Iii Santa Barbara. Calif., 
year. the government reported White House spokesman Larry 
Tuesday. Speakes said. "the president's 
An unexpectedly large 1.2 economic recovery program is 
percent monthly increase in the long-term and we expect it to 
Consumer Price Index. marked begin taking effect in the next 
the first time in five months several months." 
that inDation advanced at a He said the administration 
double-digit pace. was sticking with its forecast 
House prices. which had for a 9.9 percent inDation rate 
declined at the start of the year. by year's end. "We feel con-
c6mbed 1.8 percent. the largest fident as our program goes 
monthly rise since the govern- forward that interest rates win 
ment began collecting records come down toward the end of 
:l:~:::"a~~~~!'!~ the year," Speakes said. 
advanced 1.3 percent Economists called the July 
The July report showed large price rise a temporary 
increases for meat; fruits and aberration distorted by the 
vegetables: natural gas and jump in home-buying costs. and 
electricity; home repairs; used . stuck to predictions that in-
car!, bus, airline and taxi Dation would recede to a rate of 
fares. and doctors fees. under 10 percent for 1981. If 
Gasoline and fuel oil prices house prices and mortgage 
declined for a fourth con- rates were taken out. consumer 
secutive month, the Labor prices would have risen at a 10 
Department's Bureau of Labor percent annual rate in July. 
Statistics said. they noted. 
As a result of the infla tionary 
surge. the buying power of a Many other prices registered 
worker with three dependents their largest gains of the year. 
Lieutenant governor seat 
may be goal of speaker Ryan 
SPRiNGIQELD IAPI- support of the GOP governor, 
Illinois llouse Speaker George Ryan replied: "That's the only 
II. Ryan said Tuesday chances way I'll run. I think the 
are "pretty good" he will seek governor will be with me." 
the Republican nomination for Ryan said the odds were "71}-
lieutenant governor next year- 30" he would run, adding: "It 
with the blessing of Gov. James looks pretty good." 
R. Thompson, Lee Enterprises reported 
Ryan, frequently rumored as earlier in the day Thompson 
Lee, which publishes three 
Illinois newspapers, quoted 
sources close to Thompson as 
saying his support for Ryan 
should help steady the gover· 
nor'sshaky relations with party 
regulars, who feel ne has 
ignored the faithful in some 
appointments, 
a possible contenderfor the job, was urging Ryan to seek the 
hinted that he's close to an· nomination because he would The sources discounted the 
nouncing his candidacy. add geographic and political suggestion Thompson was 
.. I'U probably have balance to the ticket in 1982. urging Ryan to run to block the 
something to say later this week Ryan, 47, is from Kankakee: potential candidacy [f Sen. 
nrearly next week," he told T~e Thompson from Chicago. Donald L. Totten, R.Hoffman 
Associated Press from hiS Allhough the two are com· Estates-often a critic of 
Chicago office. patible politically, Ryan is Thompson 
When asked if he had the slightly more consen.'ative, . 
Controller strike. forces layoffs 
WASHINGTON (API - represen~t.lves said Tuesday. through the day. The airlines 
Faced with IUlli·term flight Most all'lmes report that the are putting together firm 
restrictions, airlines are ad· percentage of filled seats per schedules this week to reflect 
justing to the air controller flight has been increasing the reduced level of operatioo. 
strike by cutting the frequency steadily during the past week, The clearest reflection of the 
of service, laying off 10,000 although the total number of strike's impact, however, lies in 
workers and using larger passengers flying remains the numerous announcements 
planes. below normal. in recent weeks of airline 
Travelers, who stayed away The Federal Aviation Ad· la voffs. The Air Transport 
from ai-ports in large numbers ministration has given the ASsociation,a trade group, says 
dur,ing the first two ,,:,eeks of the in~ustry a m~ximum number of nearly 10,000 workers - from 
strike, are returnmg to the flights that It Will be allowed pilots to ticket clerks and 
natioo's airJjn~, althoug~ they through next April-75percent ground crews - have been 
are forced at times to ~ly m off· of the normal level - and or· layed 0([ sfnce the controller 
Wews liRoundup--. 
Sadal, H~g;n 0/'f~n PfJf~s';,,;an talk" 
ALEXANDRIA, Egypt lAP) - President Anwar Sadat and 
Israeli Prime :\linister ~Ienachem Begin, sitting down 
together for the first time since Israel's devastating air strikes 
into Lebanon and Iraq, searched for common ground Tuesday 
to resume the stalemated talks on Palestinian self·rule. 
Sadat and Begin started their two-day summit meeting 
Tuesday evening at the Egyptian preSident's ~Iediterranean 
seaside villa in this steamy resort town. 
Campra" htlnn,.tl ;11 mUrdf·r Ir;,.1 
ATLANTA IAPI - Cameras will be banned from the 
courtroom during Wayne B. Williams' trial on charges oi 
murdering two young blacks. the presiding judge in the case 
ruled Tuesdav . 
The decision by Superior Court Judge Clarence Cooper came 
on a motion by the Atlanta Press Club to allow four television 
cameras and four newspaper photogaphers in the courtroom 
when Williams is tried in the slayings beginning Oct. 5. 
In a written opinion. Cooper cited Georgia Supeme Court 
guidelines which require the consent of the defense. 
prosecutors and the presiding judge before cameras can be 
allowed in a courtroom during a trial. 
Published dally in the Journalism and Egyptian Laboratory except 
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,t.~' IN THE LARGE BAR. 
TONIGHT AND THURSDAY: 
HOT 
NO 
COVER 
SOUTHERN BOOGIE 
TONIGHT AND THURSDAY: 
Rock & Roll iI-
RAVUYN '.l : !.~ 
NO COYER . 
cIomg REO. JUDAS 
PRIEST. CLAPTON. 
STYX. FOREIGNER BLACK SABBATH, 
nesday Fish Special 
2-$1.50 
2· 52.20 
2-$1.50 
2-$5.50 
"American Eskimos 
"Bosset Hounds 
Abby Guinea Pig $9.99 reg. S-1~.99 
Dwarf Gouramie 
Marble Angels 
Bleeding Hearts 
R larOscar 
Ferrets $59.99 
... 
-... 
City ntoy pass amusement tax 
to pay for proposed garage 
Arnold'. Market 
l' oz. P.psl & DI.t '.psl 
FI.ld bologna 
$1.4' 
'1.2'lb. 
Ry Andrew Strang 
and Rob 80ndurant Stan Writen 
The relocation of businesses 
presently on the site of Car-
bondale's proposed four-story. 
-l64-space garage will probably 
not begin for at least a year. 
City Manager Carroll Fry told 
the city council during an in-
formal meeting Monday night. 
The council also discussed the 
pOISsibility of an "amusement 
tax" on the city's entertainment 
industry to help finance general 
obligation bonds that may be 
issued to pay for construction of 
the garage. 
council that the city can't 
acquire the land for the project 
until the U.S. Department of 
Housing and Urban Develop-
ment releases a $2.071 million 
grant it awarded in November. 
1978. to purchase and clear the 
land for the garage. hotel and 
convention center. 
Transue estimated the cost 
forconstructionofthegarage at 
$3.754 million. with a com-
pletiondate by spring 1983. Fry 
added that the date is "very 
The council also unanimously 
approved the 1981 municipal tax 
levy. payable in 1982. of 
$888.729-an increase of 48.5 
percent from 1980 property 
taxes. The levy increases the 
city'!: t<l'l ratE' to 51.14 pt'r $11111 
assessed valuation from its 19110 
level of 77 cents per $100 
assessed valuation. 
optimistic." 
The estimate also includes 
the construction of a park 
alongside the southwest comer 
of the garage. and 16.000 square 
feet boardering on lI1inois 
Avenue for retail space. 
Transue said. 
Fry suggested that general 
obligation bonds be issued to 
pay for construction of the 
garage. bonds that could be 
paid through an "amusement 
tax" and parking fees. The 
amusement tax. if approved. 
would be levied on businesses 
such as bars. theatres and 
restaurants. Fry said. 
'arlfter .. t Ie. cr_1n 1J'2 pl. '1.3' 
LocatecI .... IY2 ....... 1OUth 01 ...... on 51 
... Open' days a __ Ie 'a",-10pm ....l1lI 
Waited over a million years to see you! 
NOW OPEN 
Shawnee Bluff 
ftl~~ (Salt Peter Cave) 
A preliminary estimate of 
$.1.754 million for construction 
of the garage. proposed for the 
east side of south Illinois 
Avenue between Elm and 
Walnut streets. were presented 
to the council by Frank Transue 
and Larry Church representing 
Carl Walker and Associates. of. 
Chicago. the architects for the 
garage. The garage is part of. 
the downtown redevelopment 
plan that will also include a 
hotel and convention center. 
Student arrested in drUR bust 
Paddle boats-Canoes-Fishing 
Picnicking -Family Camping 
By Douglas "amm "several pounds" of peyote. a 
stan Wriler hallucinogenic. to undercover 
DUring discussion on the 
proposed ~arage. Fry told the 
An SIU-C student was 
arrested Monday night at his 
home by Southern Illinois 
Enforcement Group officers 
and charged with two counts of 
seUing a controlled substance. 
Dean R. Westlund. 23. of 511 
N. Michaels St .. allel!edlv sold 
tiiIj MV'" DIYEINTO 
PITCHER DAY 
w_...-y 
front openl ... 'til 12 p.ln. 
'_tur.,. 99C PITCHERS 
with .... .."..... .. .-y .... UIIIW 
.......................... ,....,. 
...................... 
~.II'.NII -~~.,~-
Fight Inflation Dellcloully 
With the Whopper-
~ ........ ~n. .... .., 
When you bite. into a Whopper, you Itnow you're into the 
big burger that's the greatest. The one that's flame-
broiled not fried. juicy not dry. Only Burger King makes 
the Whoppet'. &ut out the coupon end get your two 
Whoppers at one dollar off regular price. 
-----:. 
. .., ............... ,.. ... -... . 
........................ ., ........... . II.. • 
..... ,....... ........ ~--.. . 
..................... ,..-...... . 
..... ,.........,.- . 
~......... AuguSI31.1981 • 
Goad 0ftIr At _ W...... • 
__ ~J::.I •. " . • F _____ ~
SIEG agents on two occasions. 
If Westlund. a senior in 
6 miles south of Murphysboro on Rt. 127 
Open at Noon every Friday, Saturday & Sunday 
~i:~x~fe~~C~:~~~d f~C~! 
mandatory sentence of six 
years in prison. Westlund was 
being held Tuesday in the 
Jackson County Jail in lieu of 
Bring Camera 
$2 per person at gate 
$20.000 bond. 25% discount for groups of 10 or more 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
DIRECTORY INFORMATION 
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
AT CARBONDALE 
under .... Univwrsity ""'icy an .... R-'-_ of SfutMnt Information and Public Law 
93380 _ amended. .... University may mc*e acc_sibl. to any pttrson e.-.mol to 
.... University "directory informa'ion" conceming a student. unless that student notifies 
the Office of Admissions and Records that he or she ailjecfs to .... ,.1 __ of such 
information. Directory information is considered 10 be public in nature and will be 
released at any time upon request without prior approval from the student. Notice 
il therefore given that directory information listed below in respect to each student 
enrolled at Southern Illinois University at Carbondale ."ll/ be available to any person 
unless the student files in writing with the Office of Admissions and Records a 
request to restrict release of student directory information '0 •• ternal sources. 
the University has designaNd as directory information the follOWing student information: 
Student nome. 
Student local address and telephone number. 
Student home address and telephone number. 
Date-of-birth. 
Currwnt Wm hours carried. 
Classification (freshman, sophomor •• etc.). 
Academic unit. 
Major. 
Dates of attendonc: •• 
Deg ..... and honors earned and dotes. 
The most previous educational agency or institution attended prior '0 ."rollment 
at Southern Illinois University. 
Participation in officially recognized activity or sport and _ight. height and pictures 
of members of athletic teams. 
Picture. 
"'" . 
Any student enrofled for the Fall Semes .... who elMs not wish to have released 
any or all of the above 11 • .- items of information should con_to in person. the 
OffIce of Admissions~. W~ Hall bv Thuncla¥. s.ot. 3, 1981. Students 
who elect to .... trict release of ltudent information must • ., a statement to that 
effect. the .... friction on the reI.... of student information will be valid until 
September I, 1982. and must be renewed annvally each Fall Semester . 
Students who wish to verify or correct the •• isting student directory information 
must also contact in penon. the Office of Admissions and Records. Woody Hall_ 
Paid by the Office of AdmiSSions cI RfKOrds 
Daily Egyptian. Aupst 16. 1981. Page 3 
DU{y~ 
Opinion & Gommentary 
Editorial and L_ Polic:ies-Opin,_ ""pressed ..... do nOl _oorily reflecl 
opinions of the UnNenity odministrolion. Unsign-.l .ditorlols represent a c __ 
ot ,''' newspaper'. Edilorial Ccmmi_. whose ............ a .. the ,ruct.nts "Itor.ln. 
chief. the "itorial page -.liter. a _ .,aH ............. the .......... ,.-.litor and a 
Journal;,m Schaal 'acuity memDer. 
Letters , .... which aulharship connol be verl'i" will nol be publi,hed. Students 
submiltinlletten must idenlify the .......... by clens and .ftDj ..... 'acuity me ......... by 
ro .... and depa,,-,. non·academlc .,aH by pasitlan and depo..-t. L~ 
should be Iypewri"-'> and musl nol ........ 250 _ .... All letters _ suIttect to 
"iii,.. 
Sludent Ediror.in-Chief. Mi .... Anton: Associar. £<.III ..... John Ambrosio: Editorial 
p .... Editor, Christopher Kade, f,xul", -'''-''91,. Editor. Wllliom l1li. Harmon. 
Long overdue library 
will be a debt hlJ6Jled 
It looks like the construction of a new Carbondale Public Library 
wiD begin this fall. It is long overdue. 
Last week the City Council approved :1 15-year, $1.725 million bond 
issue with an 11.46 percent interest rate to pay for the costs of the 
new facility, to be located on :\Iain Street acr'MlS from the Car-
bondale Memorial Hospital. 
Although a 10 percent ceiling on the interest rate had been ap-
proved in a voter referendum last Fl'bruary, it soon became ap-
parent, given the present state of the economy and the bond market, 
that it was unrealistic to assume that the interest rate on tax-free 
bonds would decrease. 
The City Council decided, 2nd rightly so, that the three-to-one 
approval of the library referendum was more a mandate to build the 
library than to stick to the interest ceiling. 
As a result. the proper!)' tax rate Increase which was to have 
financed the bond issue will have to increase yet again to pay for the 
interest hike. 
II is pure common sense to accept the extra costs now and begin a 
long~layed project. because even if bond interest rates do not 
increase in the future. construction costs probably wiD. 
And it has been apparent for more than 10 years that the present 
facility at 304 W. Walnut St. is continuaUy being stretched beyond its 
capacity to adequately sen'e its patrons. 
When the old library was built in 1957. the population of Car-
bondale was 14.000. It is now more than 27.000. 
The old library was built to house 25.000 volumes. It now holds 
more than 57,000. The new facility will bold 100,000. 
The numbers speak for t.bemaeha and adequately justify the 
pressing need for a new library facility. But above and beyond mere 
numbers is a city's responsibility to itself to provide modem and 
efficient Jibrary services- a reasonable supply 01 books. quiet and 
comfortable reading and study )(lunges, audio-visual equipment, 
etc. 
Carbondale residents owe it to themselves and, especiaUy. their 
children. After years of frustrating stops and starts, that obligation 
is finally going to be met. 
-~etters---­
Let's stop abortim rhetoric 
This is in response to a recent 
lengthy and comprehensive 
letter by Wayne and Sharon 
Helmer of Carboodale. entitled 
·'Anti·Abortion Law Wouldn't 
Impose Religious lI/lorality." 
Though I do not agree with 
the rationale outlined in the 
letter, I found their respol1Se to 
a previous letter from Jobn 
Montacue persuasive. 
I wish to respond. however. to 
their closing statement. The 
statement utilized such 
emotionally packed wOl'dl as 
"killing" and "unbGnl 
children." The use of •• h 
words is worthy of deliberaIiaD. 
Seemingly we get ca_ ... 
in the side issues as to mOnliI;y 
of certain buma beh.Yior 
without getting to what I feel 
are the two most Naic: 
arguments in favor of efforts to 
constrain our populatiOll 
growth. 
The two most basic points at 
issue, though poles apart, 
seemingly are a!moat totally 
ignored in the rhetoric about 
family planning, including the 
right of abortion. 
Practically all noted 
ecologists who have studied the 
alarming rate of increase in the 
world population agree that 
family planning 'population 
control) is a humane way to 
l'\'entually bring our over-
populated earth into balance 
with the ability of its natural 
resources to sustain the human 
race. 
It is less devastating than 
mass starvation, disease 
epidemics, social violence, 
wars, genocide, nuclear 
holocausts, etc. To quote an 
"earth day" observation from 
the 1960's. "in the ballgame ~ 
life, nature bats last." If we do 
not control our population 
growth, which has now totally 
eliminated many other animal 
species OD earth and threatens 
GUrown ellilitence. u~ed 
Htural t.Ja1aS will prevail 
At the other extreme ill tile 
islueof abortioD is tile,..... ~ 
WQIIlea. LePlation is eurreatly 
beinI ...... which wauld 
declare tfiit tbe life of a penaIl 
becins at c:anceptioa. wilh the 
implicatiGa that a woman ..aid 
have. the responsibility for that 
''person'' fram that moment on. 
This is beinl suglested by 
some to be a woman's 
responsibility even if the 
conception results fram rape, 
incest, or whatever other cir-
cumstances may prevail. It is 
difficult to imagine how an 
advanced society such as ours 
can be harboring such thoughts 
today, and why women shoold 
be placed under this burden 
with seemingly no logic 
whatsoever other than 
"moralistic values." 
.-M.rtln G. Ander ... 
C ....... dale. 
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Do we need the neutron bomb 
or is it just a military waste? 
PRESIDENT RONALD 
REAGAN recently an-
nounced that the U.S. would 
assemble. but not deploy. 
enhanced radiation devices, 
or as they are popularly 
known. neutron bombs. 
It seems that Reagan, ever 
the saber·rattler. just 
couJdn't resist a chance to rile 
the warmongering Russkies. 
But it is a stupid move on 
the president's part, and not 
because it bothers the 
Soviet&.. Enbaac:ed rad4atioft 
cIevicea are cestly. U8eless 
military play toys that 
threaten to raise the nuclear 
stakes in any conflict in wbich 
they are used. And that's no 
picnic. 
Let's loot at the bomb 
scientificaUy for a moment. 
The enhanced radiation 
device is a combination 
fission-fusion nuclear 
weapon. The weapon allows 
the release of Irlaoy more fast 
neutrons than the typical 
fissian nuclear device, hence 
the HIDe neutron bomb. 
THE ENERGY 
RELEASED from a fi!sioo 
bomb is divided into several 
frKtions: approximately 50 
percent blast, 35 percent 
thermal radiation.. 5 pem!I1t 
prompt radiation and 10 
)IeftI!IIt uuclear fallout. 
The neutron bomb produces 
less blast .nd tbermal 
radiation than a fission 
weapon. But it also produces 
25 percent more prompt 
nMliau. .. GDIy 5 t fdaut. pereen 
WlIat ...... pblJl ...... 
_ ............. bamb· 
is DlG8t efIeetive ..... ti-
ta_ weIIpGIJ. It is meant to 
kiU Iu'Ie IIIJIIlben of tank 
personnel without en-
S;II 
Turley 
Auoclo .. EdltoI'/o' 
f'ogefdltor 
dangering the surrounding 
populace. 
But in the realm of military 
strategy, the weapon is a 
farce. 
It ia desillned to be 
deployed iD Europe. where 
NATO ~ are prin-
cipally concerned about a 
Russian-led Warsaw Pact 
blitzkrieg across the northern 
plains of West Germany. 
Thousands of tanks would be 
involved. 
ALTHOUGH THE CON-
TENTION is vi,oroosly 
debated. many NATO of-
ficials feel that the .ttack 
could not be stopped with 
Ibeir present forces. 
But it is dangerous to 
a5IUIIle that with this new 
pneration of tactical nuclear 
weapons a European-theater 
war can now be safer and 
more easily managed that 
was once thought possible. 
It takes two to tango. It also 
takes two sides to fight a 
"limited nuclear war," and 
the Soviets. in their military 
writing, don't seem ready to 
dance to lllat tuDe. The 
majarity of tbeir nudear 
weapons are hale. Their 
weapon .,...,. are not as 
..:urale _ .... They are 
.... ....., ...... '" IIDIIIiDI a piIIpaIat ...... 
es:erci8e. 
AIao. Soriet writillp _ 
IIIldear ... ipMk of the 
inevitability of escalation 
when nuclear weapons are 
introduced into a battlefield. 
ANOTHER FACET OF the 
problem is that if the neutron 
bomb is used on an ap-
proaching Soviet tank force, 
only those tank personnel 
within a mile radius of the 
blast wiU be completely taken 
out of the fight. Outside of 
that, the rest will have 
varying degrees of disability. 
n.- any more neutron 
boIntIa .t the Mlrvivors and 
,. are deI-u... tile ~ture 
of a c:antraIIed - ....... b 
spreading too mueb r ..... uc.t 
around. 
THE COST OF 
PRODUCING neutron bombs 
would be enormous. For the 
same amount 01 money as 
twodevices, three MlOmain-
battle tanks, 50 or so non-
nuclear anti-tank weapons or 
more than 5,500 rounds of 
conventiooa1 weapons could 
be bought. 
The oft-mentioned 
superiority of the Warsaw 
Pact nations in number of 
tanks is offset by the ad-
vantage NATO holds in 
superior anti·tank weapons. 
particularly with recent 
advances in precision-guided 
munitions and remotely 
piloted vehicles. Weapons of 
botb new types have greater 
rarwes than the guns on 
Soviet tanks. And both can, in 
thewordsofa U.S. Army field 
m ...... "Hit what they see, 
IIill what they hit." 
So let's reIbelve Ibis ell-
penaive playtoy. SUre. U's 
politieally ftOPUIu' for 
.... n to .. ,pe ,.. IIIGI'e 
...... in tIJis era of AJneriaIn 
a..-ity. But this banlware 
is sudI • silly wale. 
Prineas announces candidacy 
for u.s. congressional seat 
By :\Ian Sc-uUey 
Staff Writer 
Republican Pete Prineas, a 
Carbondale l'ngineer, will 
challenge incumbent Paul 
Simon, D·24th District. for his 
Sl'at in Congress. 
The trv will be Prineas' 
second a'ttempt for Simon's 
seat. He lost to Simon in 1976. 
Prineas, 54. said the major 
issue of this campaign will be 
the average income of families 
in Southern Illinois. which he 
says is 30percentJowerthan the 
rest of the nation. 
"It's been a major problem 
for so long it's pathetic. It ; 
seems everyone wants to sweep 
it under the cOlUller." Prineas 
said. 
He said one way to improve 
the standard of Iivin5( is to bring 
more jobs to the region. many 
of which. Prineas said. will be 
highly technical. An issue that 
Prineas predicts will not be 
important. however, is the 
economic policies of the federal 
government. 
"The tax cut and budget 
issues are pretty weD settled. 
therefore they won't be issues 
for a while:' Prineas said. 
He said that although 
President Reagan's tax and 
budget cut programs will work. 
he would be the first to ask for 
new proposals if Reagan's 
programs fail. 
Another issue that Prineas 
feels ",ill have little impact is 
recent efforts bv the National 
. Conservative Political Action 
Committee to unseat Simon. 
Prineas doesn't believe voters 
will be moved by the complaints 
of the group based in 
Washington D.C. 
While Prineas doesn't think 
l\iCPAC's efforts against Simon 
will be an asset to his cam· 
paign, he says his engineering 
experience and his familiarity 
with Southern Illinois will help 
his chances. 
He said his company, P.G. 
Prineas & Associates. Con· 
suiting Engineers, has helped 
him learn how go\'ernment 
works. "I have worked for 
government from the best 
p<ssible position [0 learn-from 
the bottom looking up. That's 
the best way to learn 
bureaucracy," he said. 
Prineas said he does have a 
possible weakness In his 
"tendency to say what he 
thinks," which he said is 
sometimes not politically 
favorable. 
Sororities gain 19 pledges at rush 
By Pam Petrow 
Stan Writer 
Large groups of women 
wearing Greek letter shirts and 
singing sorority cheers 
provided a common sight on 
campus this past weekend. The 
event was formal rush. 
The pre·school rush on 
August 20·23 was fairly sue· 
cessful, according to Renee 
Farris, Panhellenic rush 
chairman. 
Panhellenic is the governing 
body of the three campus 
sororities-Alpha Gamma 
Delta, Delta Zeta and Sigma 
Kappa. 
Forty·three girls registered 
for formal rush after Saturday 
afternoon's first round of 
parties, Farris said. 
Rush resulted iD 1. __ 
pledges for the sororities. AJpha 
Gamma Delta/ledged eight 
ney' girls an Delta Zeta 
pl.:.!ged three. Sigma Kappa 
·.T .... ... 
,...... ....... -. 
.......... --
............. 
-.. "'2 .. 
individual sororities. also received eight new 
pledges. 
Informal rush for the 
sororities began Sunday night 
at Welcomefest. Those in· 
terested in going through in· 
formal rush can contact the 
Fraternity rush parties begin 
this week and are open to 
anyone, according to John 
Stewart. public relations 
commissioner for the Inter-
Greek Council. 
THE 
HAIR LAB 
Known for quality design 
and chemical styling techniques 
Our stylists attend ongoing educational 
workshops so that they mWrt better serve 
you, the discerning individual. 
For this reason we now have two 
convenient locations. 
I 
For an appointment, call _ i
l ............ .._LA ... II ~ 715 S45~~~":'ty '1~:=1. I 
-~~~ 
One of the finest galleries in the entire Midwest 
Extra Arkansas. Missouri. and 
Federal duck stomp prints avoilobt. 
Call for order 
I OLGtrS 
i ART & GIFT GALLERY 
1401 W.lnut~ 
684-6121 
Wide, wide range of artwork 
Wide, wide range of prices 
e serigraphs 
elithographs 
e original oils 
e.thchings 
ecollector's items 
30% off oil paintings 
p-Ius 
2 regular mats 
FREE 
with purchase of Maynard Reece . 
limited Edition rin' 
SALE ENDS AUG. 31 
xxxx 
FLETCH 
HOUSE Of HAIR DESIGN 
lach 19 School Special. X 
Roffler Hair Styles $11.00 
Wet·Cut-Blow.Dry $7.00 V 
Clipper Cut $5.00 }. 
Wc/k Ins or AppOintments y. 
MURDALI 457-64" 
XXXXXXX ~!!I!!!!!!! 
Servir19 .t. best 
in eti,... ccDcing 
We have carry-outs. 
OW=CHECKING 
+ 
INTEREST 
MEMBER 
FSUC 
A Checking ACCOWlt at 
Carbondale Savings 
pays you interest and 
saves you money. 
Your checking account pays 
you 514" interest no 
matter how low your 
balance goes. 
Your checking account Is 
he of service charge 
wtth a balance as low iY.. 
$300 ... that's a saVings. 
II you're dealing with a 
bank that insists you 
keep $1.000 to $2500 in an 
account to get checking 
without service charoe 
you owe it to yourself to 
visit.... 
Carbondale Savings 
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION 
500 ~ST NAlN $T. • NfUi 8/5 TeL. !Ug.~~ 
.IYIYOU •• IL. 
a •• a •• UG 
· 
· 
· : ~,. 
: •••• rn:~~Mm.~.\Cfm ••••• 
Purdlcne • 16 oz ,I ... filled with MWs world famous real 
draft root ...... only ~ and keep the ,Iou. It's a .. iol 
gIasa. t.oturInt MW. Oil t ee:for 01 fun, tfIe GNat Root lear. 
Start your collection today. 
A gr.at root ..... A GrHf Root Ihor "Iau. only ~ 
wftile suppli.. lost Of Corhondale's MW family restaurant. 
~ ... 
.. && ........... &11'. 
........ 3Eggs -+ ..... 2Eggs 
Hash Browns .," 2 Slices of Bacon T_t&J"Iy~!) Toast & Jelly 
......... MW c.,... .. 
UIIhenIty .. II 
M. Thurs 6om· lOpm Fri·$ot 6om· llpm Sun 70m ·8pm 
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Jackson re.;uvenates jump,jive 
Ih lIiII Turlev 
starr Writer ' 
Ituck and roU's loss is jazz's 
!tain. 
Or at least for one album. 
That album is "Jumpin' Jive" 
hv Joe Jackson, an erstwhile 
rocker who has dusted off songs 
from about 40 years ago for his 
latest effort. 
If anything, the aging hasn't 
hurt these tunes a bit. Neither 
has the handling that the 
ta Iented Jackson gives these 
classics of jump, jive and 
swing. Jackson has assembled 
behind him a whale of a band to 
play these pieces, and the whole 
group looks younger than the 
songs they are playing. 
No matter. Listening to tunes 
like "Jumpin' With Symphony 
Sid," "What's The Use of 
.Getting Sober ,When You're 
Gonna Get Drunk Again~"-a 
great philosophy, by the way-
and "Is You Is Or Is You Ain't 
1\Iv Babv" makes one feel like 
he or she is in a sleaze joint of 
the period, 
Much of the substance for 
that atmosphere comes from 
the band. Graham Ma bv is one 
great bass player. The man lays 
down some masterful moving 
music that can only help to get 
\lour feet shaking. 
• Pete Thomas on alto sax and 
Dave Bitelli on tenor sax and 
clarinet are no slouches either. 
Saxophones are an important 
part of the music of that period 
and these two do not let the 
tunes down. 
Jackson himself is a 
masterful lyricist. as such 
songs off his past albums like 
"Don't You Know That It's 
C ..... , I j: ""'C 6-6151 ":;''.~~ 
~.~~~~~:r:~~~~~~,~~c 
the IMpl ... Strlll .... 
Mon·Thun (5:.5@1.75)·8:15 
... EnchThurldooy 
...... 'FOIII New"'" 
• ....... Thu,. (6: 151t I. 15).,: IS 
Wo/'Di.".~·. inch 
~" Thu..., 
.. MOft·Thur. (6:30@1.75).8:30 
a .. a .............. 
I .. LOIMIoIt 
Mon. Thurs (6:QO@l.75)·8:oo 
"Jumpin' Jive," Joe Jac:k!lOn, A 
'" M Records, Reviewer's 
...... ing: 1 stars '-I stars laps) 
Different For Girls" or "I'm the 
Man" will prove. He is also a 
good arranger and he treats 
these songs weU. Jackson's only 
faDing down point is his voice. 
which is good but nothing 
spectarular. 
On a couple of songs this is 
painfully apparent, but good 
backing vocals by the whole 
band sometimes save him. like 
on "Is You Is ...... which is the 
best tune on the album. 
Jackson has done this album. 
because, as he writes on the 
back of the cover, "When my 
Dad was my age, jazz was not 
respectable. It played in 
whorehouses. not Carnegie 
Han. These classics of jump. 
jive Clod swing are an from the 
19405 ... 1 most of the songs were' 
performed at one time or other 
FIRSIUDII .... OCIOIIER I 
1':I!!t' Ii. naily Fg~plian. August 26. 1981 
by our malO insp,ration. Louis 
Jordan. the krng 01' jukehoxes. 
who influenced so manv but is 
acknowledged by so leu'. Like 
us he didn't aim at purists. or 
even jazz fans-just anyone 
who wanted to listen and enjoy. 
n'ap this righteous riH." 
Maybe Joe Jackson will go 
back to rock and roll. In the 
meantime. listen to this fine 
album and enjoy it. ',\Ibum 
cour~sy of PI"-- Rpc:ords~ 
A PolyneSian Restaurant 
COMBINATION PLATES 
from S2.65 and up 
OR 
LUNCHEON BUFFET 13.49 
190IW.MAIN 
:; doors east from True Value Hardware 
\\IIHi,ll .. ~il< 1<1 ("'lIh'r ~):!q :!X I J 
··BACKPACK 
We have lots of backpacks to choose from. Shop early 
for best selection. Quality packs in a wide range of styles & prices. 
•• 
.. !ftlve"ily 
_lIIlore 
STUDENT CENTER 
Auditions for fall pla'ys announced 
Auditions for par.ts in the 
t:niversity's faD season of plays 
will be held Wednesday and 
Thursdav in the Com-
municatiOns Building lounge. 
Room 1032 
Roles are available for 36 
persons in three separate 
productions. Productions to be 
cast are Arthur )1 iller's "Death 
rl a Salesman," Peter Nichols' 
'. A Day in the Death of Joe 
fi:1!!!" and .lm<PDh Baldwin's 
adaptation of Kenneth 
Grahame's children's classic 
"Wind in the Willows." 
Parts to be filled include five 
female and eight male roles in 
'Ot:ath of a Salesman"; two 
n.ales. three females and one 
female child for roles in .. A Day 
in the Death of Joe Egg"; and 
13 male a nd four female roles in 
"Wind in the Willows." 
Auditions are open for 
students and non-students alike. 
The three productions are to 
bedirecled by faculty members 
or the Department of Theater. 
Christian Moe. who will direct 
"Death of a Salesman." has 
said that he will be looking for 
actors who are capable of doing 
pantomime. ('al\'in McLean, 
who will direct "A Dav in the 
Death of Joe Egg." h'as said 
that he is looking for persons 
who can tell a joke (Or a good 
story 
Qulckl Come Meet Usl 
THE FOLKS AT DICOR PHOTO. "SOUTHERN ILLINOIS'MOST 
COMPLETE CAMERA STORES" WANT TO MEET mY. BEFORE 
THE SEMESTER STARTS SLIPPING PAST. 
WE WANT YOU TO GET TO KNOW US;THE SERVICES WE 
OFFER, OUR BROAD SELECTION OF GOODS. OUR STUDENT 
DISCOUNT POLICY, AND OUR COMPETITIVE PRICES. 
The Ilghtwefght 
35mmpocket 
cameras with big 
camera reatures! 
'~~f*~~". 
·r;' ",I~'''''''''' 
'[ .~ ~~,~ 
; ~-- -....., ~ 
We'ghlng on al hllie more than 
70z and only 4-,2",'<1",-. 
they're about the s,ze of a pack 
of CIgarettes. Yet. they produce 
the quality you e'oecl of a bIg 
camera WIth Olympus sophls, 
tlcatlon, Never be caught WIth-
out a 35mm camera agaIn. 
• XA has rangehnder focusong. 
35mm F2.B 6·element lens 
WIth onternalfocuslng. 
aperture prooroty automat.on 
WIth manual overrode. 
• XA2 IS fully programmed. 
WIth focus-free setting and 
needle-sharp 35mm F 3. Slens. 
• Both feaIuIe leather·touch 
Shutter releaSe far shake-free 
photos. 
• Both provide automatic flash 
exposures WIth the A-II Flash. 
SALE 
OLYMPUS 
XA2 •••• r.g 109.99. •••• $89 
OLYMPUS 
A-ll FLASH reg.34.ft $24 
NIKKOR LENS sau. 
los.- 12.5 ............ $249· 
135- ,U ............ $l39· 
, __ .u .............. $199-
:zoo- ••. 0._ ............ $259· 
MODEl K EXT. TUBES. $39. 
CollIe .. ' .... 
callOlI ue. 
-..:.,--.. .._an 
• Auto-Focys-your:luo,ect IS atways '!IharO 
andoearl 
-Auto.EIlOO\Ute-Oouc!yOtDl.gN:.llac:llUStS 
forlne~Qt'It' 
• "ur~W1rong;- .. motor adIIancMI~ 11m 
atteor eacn 'Snot SO yOu re atwa,s read\!' 10 
5noof~n' 
• Budt-,n. Pop-Uo F1a:Sh- for aulomaoc 
51'OofJng i odoars.tooi 
$138 
--= ~ = .~~~~~. 
, 
- ~-
CANON M-I 
~ 
w/SO""' ••.• $238 
Canon 
GET THE MOST FROM YOUR 
CANON WITH THESE IMPOR· 
TANT ACCESSORIES 
CANON LENS SALE 
24- 12 .................. $159 
280- 12 ................. $1'14 
35mm 12 ................... $84 
100- ".0 MACRO •. $249· 
135- 12 ................ $139 
135- 13.5 .............. $ 1 OC 
:zoo- ' •. 0 .............. $164 
IRING IN YOUR STUDENT 1.0. 
AND RECEIVE OUR STUDENT 
DISCOUNT CARD ENTITLING 
YOU TO A 10" DISCOUNT 
ON FILM. BATTERIES. PAPER. 
CHEMISTRY. AND MOUNTING 
SUPPLIES. 
lIIinolia 
" 
2.12.8 .............. 51S. 
28 12.8 .............. $119 
35 12.8 ................ .. 
85 .1.7 .............. 1129 
135 f3.5 ............. S .. 
135 12 .•....••.••••. :1 ". 
200 ••. 0 ............. $11,. 
50 f3.' MACRO ...... S1W 
100 ' •. 0 MACRO ••... Sm-
75-200 200M •.•..••.. 52.9* 
Monocu'or eonv..-....... 129* 
Ext Tube Set II .•••..•• 
p~ Grip Set ..••... S 79* 
Winder 0 or G ........ 1 Bot 
132x FLASH ........... 1 Sot 
320x FLASH ........... S 99 
XG-1CHIIOME $209 
w/f2.0 LENS •••••• 
XG-McHllOME 
w/f2.0 LENS •••••• $249 
EXT. TUBE SET M ••••• $39. AU. W£ PRICES END Sopt. s. .'" 
ALTON. IELLEVILLE. 
GWANIJ'E CITY. COLLINSVILLE 
PHOTO AND CARIONDAlE·-"SOUTttERN ILLINOIS' MOST COMPLETE CAMERA STORES." 
Happy Hour 11-6 
Tequila Sunrise 
fr_ p!u"~~orn 
ENJOY CARBONDALE'S 
FINEST SPEEDRAILS 
& 
FAST. COURTEOUS SERVICE 
For Happy Hour, Come On 
Down From 2:30 to 6:30 
For Our Rock-N-RoD 
D.J.Show 
Prizes To Be Given Away 
Tonite 
Rock With 
The 
Strange 
Jack Daniels Always 754 
PARLOUR SPECIAL 
BacardiRum 
75c 
TRY OU. DlLICIOUS LUNCH 
SPECIALS 
VIDIOGAMES 
OPEN10AM 
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OFFICIAL SIU 
One stop and you 
are ready 
for classes 
MORE 
School Supplies 
MORE 
Art Supplies 
MORE 
Drafting Supplies 
MORE 
Free Parking 
SPECIAL HOURS: AUG. It THIIU AUG. It 
MON-THun .: ..... 
FR. & IAT ':_1:31 
REGULAR HOURS: Mon-Sat 1:30-5:30 
PagE' •• Daily ElYJIliaD. AuIUIt 215. 1911 
BOOK~ 
7.0 ........... 
'~TEXTBOOKS ) 
awe. 14 •• 7104 
If saving money 
is your bag •.. 
MORE 
. USED 
BOOKS 
FROM 
710 
BOOKSTO ......... 
Supplies 
Official S.I.U. Textbooks, 
Be Sure You 
Have Our Bagl I 
MaD accU:~~d'~f"dog'~~d~;;" 
Olay be charged with felony 
ZUCCHlNI-MUIHIIOOM 
STIIATA 
wi marinated Tomato Salad 
'2.4' A hearing will be held 
Wednesday morning in Union 
County for Wilham PhUlips. 21. 
an employee of Blueberry Hill 
(-'arms near Cobden. Phillips is 
charged with criminal damage 
10 property-for fatally 
shooting a pet golden retriever. 
The charges against Phillips 
constitute a Class A 
misdemeanor, according to 
Rodney Clutz, state's attorney 
in Union Countv. but he said 
they may be changed to a Class 
-t felony because "the value of 
thedog was certainly more than 
$150." 
The dog, Doolittle, was owned 
by Elizabeth Streeter, the 
student's attornev at SIU-C. She 
went to pick blackberries at 
Blueberry Hi11 Aug. IS with tbe 
1'.-year-old doganda friend_ It 
was the last weekend of the 
season so Streeter and her 
friend were the only customers 
there. 
Streeter let Doolittle out of 
her car to get some exercise 
a nd then went to a house to get 
containers for the berries. 
"The only reason we let him 
out was because no one else 
there," Streeter said. 
"There were no signs that 
said dogs couldn't run loose. We 
knew it was private property, 
but we figured that if the 
owners minded, they'd just tell 
us to put him back in the car." 
Streeter said the dog was 
right beside her car just before 
it was shot. Then she heard 
someone say "Sic 'em Sheba," 
and turned to see Phillips 
pointing a . 22-::a Ii ber pistol near 
her and her friend. She said 
Doolittle was running back to 
her when Phi11ips fired, hitting 
the d~ between the eyes. 
"He JUst fired into the bushes, 
without really looking to see if 
there were any people around," 
Streeter said. 
She reported the incident to 
the police that night. The dog 
was in a veterinary hospital in 
Union County until it died on 
Sunday. 
According to the Union 
Second Chance 
building may open 
under new owners 
By Andrew Strang 
Staff Writer 
A Champaign corporation is 
going to try to give the old 
Second Chance building a 
second chance. 
The Jo-Mi Company Tuesday 
filed an application with the 
Carbondale City Clerk's office 
for a liquor license for Second 
Chance. 213 E. Main st. 
The nightclub will be re-
named "The Bar" if the license 
is granted by the Carbondale 
Liquor Commission. 
Acting City Clerk Virginia 
Edwards said the application 
will be reviewed by the Liquor 
Advisory Board Sept. 9 and the 
board's recommendation will 
be reviewed by the commission 
later in September. A date win 
- for the commission hearing has 
not been set, Edwards said. 
The bar was ~urchased from 
Champaign bUSUlessman Ortho 
Bartholow for $192.000, ac-
cording to the license ap-
plication. When the bar was ~ut 
up for sale last May, the pnce 
was $250,000. 
Last spring Bllrtholow had 
said he closed Second Chance 
after business dropped from 
between $2,100 to $-1.000 on a 
typical Saturday night to bet-
ween 8600 and saoo. 
County Sheriff's Office, Phillips Hut Streeter would like to see 
thought the dog was a stray. that card taken away. 
Strays had reportedly caused "It·s dangerous to have 
trou,ble on the property before, people just firing guns like 
PhilliDssaid there was no one in that." she said. 
This Week's Special 
lunch or Dinner 
sight when he fired, police said.' "It was so far from mv mind 
Police also said he has a gun that anything violent like this OZOZOZOZOZOZOZOZOZOZOZOZOZO Z 
owner's card. could happen." Z When it's back to school TIME 0 
-Ca111' nu S Br.lee'r.S 0 MAKE SURE YOUR CHILD IS LEA.NING ALSO Z 
.y 'l~ -- Z AT WORLD OF 0% 0 
New students can pick up The New Student rlecord orientation 
directory at the Alumni Office on the second floor of the Student 
Center between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. weekdays. Books may also be 
picked up between 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. on the following days: Wed· 
nesday at Lentz Hall, Thursday in Trueblood Hall and Friday in 
Grinnell Hall. 
The SIU Democrats wiD hold their first faU meeting at 9 p.m. 
Wednesday at Pinch Penny Pub. Interested students, faculty and 
staff are invited to attend. 
The campus Ministries organization will sponsor the film "Luther" 
at 7 and 9:30 p.m. Wednesday in the Student Center Auditorium. 
Writen in 1962 by John Osborne, the film is based on psychological 
studies into the personality of Martin Luther. The film, made by the 
American Film Theater, stars Stacey Keach and Peter Bull. Ad-
mission is $1. 
Recreation for Special Populations will sponsor a bowling program 
from 6 to 8:30 p.m. every Thursday at the Student Center bowling 
alley. Sign-up and free bowling will be on Aug. 'l:7 and Sept. 3. 
The Little Egypt Student Grotto (Caving Club) will meet at 8 p.m. 
Wednesday in Quigley 120. Officers will be nominated, and novice 
trips, parties and the regional convention will be discussed. 
Applications are being accepted this week at Shryock Auditorium 
for the fall stage crew. Those interested should apply between noon 
and 5 p.m. and should have a current ACT on file. All returning crew 
members are also asked to stop by the office this week. 
The Society of American Foresters (SAF I will hold its first fall 
meeting at 7 p.m. Thusday in the Saline Room of the Student Center. 
Discussion will center on field trips, employment and the national 
convention. All interested forestry majors are invited to attend. 
The Egyptian Knights Chess Club invites aU interested students, 
faculty and the general public to its meeting at 7 p.m. every Wed-
nesday in Activity Room C on the third Door of tbe Student Center. 
o . CHILD DIVILOPMENT CENTI. Z 
Z Licensed teachers· owner/director Sue Whitlock 0 
o Ages 2 yrs, & potty .rained to S open 6 J\J·S,30p.m all year Z 
Z 11t1 I. W.lnut (behind University Moll) . 0 
o * alII .. t-S22I for ",OI'.I"""""'tlon Z 
ZOZOZOZOZOZO~OZO~OZOZOZOZOZO 
1. t\as Lega I :-oOO~ 
:\~ but there is ... alternative 
~e; to the hilb C!OIt of legal 
-«; ftPre.ntaion. 
Jacqueline Abel, 
James Roberts, and 
Martha Easter-Wells 
ATTORNEYS 
Criminal Defense, 
Divorce, 
Bankruptcies, 
and other 
Civil Matters. 
Abel, Roberts. and Eater-Wells 
215 W. Main Carbondale,lII. 
529-3142 
EQui ment is rovided. ~~~~~;;;_~~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~~~iiiiiiiii~~~~~~~ 
Welcome 'Back Students 
r 
~ 
.......... t ....... 
Monday-Friday 7a.m.-4p.m. 
Saturday-Sunday 8a.m.-4p.m. 2-. .......... a._ .. 
........ ' ..... 1 ...... " 
.lIeu ............... O"'vy 11.1' 
Offer good 8-2. through 8-30 
Something special is 
coming to 
slu EMPLOYEES 
CREDIT UNION 
watch this ad and your moil 
box for details Hours 
lobby Driv.up 
1217 West Main St. 
Carbondale, II. 62901 
M-Th 9-4 8-4:30 
Fri. 9-6 8-6:00 
Sat.9-Noon 8-Noon (618) 457-3595 
~ 
Arnold Air Society &. Angel Flight 
10,000 METER RUN 
For Cystic Fibrosis 
WHEN: September 12, 1981 
TIME: ':00 a.m. 
Sponsored By 
Natutal 
~LigI!~ 
WHERE: McAndr_ Stadium. SIU.Carbondole 
REGISTRATION: 15.00. S7.SOafter Sept. 5 
CHECK-IN: 7:30-8:30 Sept. 12 
At McAndr_ Stadium 
RETURN R£GISTRATION AND FEES PAYABlE TO 
Harper Angel Flight. AFROTC 205. SIU-C 
Corbondo'-. 11.62901 
---------~~~----------~------~-
l-: ~!.:.; ~ . .l~'" ~'r.1:ry 
.:d:"_·I" '::-.2';;: • .,) 
''';:'~:'''!-=r: .. ..: ~e :::l:~·':..! B',: .;::·.~.·t .. ,,(: ,'lI"t?:1t (Or 
.?uarJiar:. :'f '~:-h:,p: : .. ) 
:~: ~ ~r.~ ~~!~~~~ ;~:. ~':~;;i ~.~~! ;~~3;·~' :~~! :~.~ ~ ~n~·~:-
;?,:.:~·~::~Fd~ ~~f1~~ ;~~·:~::!r:n~~:;~ rL~~~::!~~: 
- • :.i~.!;'t:' _:'t"'-:>i!""._>;'t_'-~~. ':,_:".':: :;.i_:-,'.'.: 
.. - :: ~';~.:1~···· , ~; .. -!;-:: -::.1:-:.·.": ! _-'~:-.'- ! 
_1~ •• -: .,..,.-________ _ 
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REM.\P 
from pu~e I 
"ll"s unfortunate that 
!!overnment has to he run by 
11lt.·· said a (hsappmnted st'ltt' 
(;Op Chairman Don Adams 
after the drawmg. 
When Edgar. a I{epublican. 
ilnnounced Shpairo's namt' as 
\\ inner. cheers rose trllm 
Dt'mocratic staff aides and 
~ecretaries. 
The lottery was ordered by 
the state constitution after the 
eight-member panel- four 
Democrats and four 
I{epublicans-failed by Aug. 10 
to draw a new map for 59 
senatorial and \18 slate House 
districts. 
The commission was created 
after the 236-member 
Legislature failed by ~une 30. 
in often raucous sesSIOns, to 
draw a new map. A new map is 
needed every 10 years to reflect 
census shifts in population. 
The always politically 
charged remapping was made 
tougher this year by the voter-
approved Cutback A~endment. 
which ·educes the size of the 
Illinois House in 1983 from In to 
118 seats. 
Shapiro's 'retum' to politics 
comes more than a dozen years 
since he was in office. and he 
calls the vote that determines 
the shape of the state's 
legist .. tive districts for the next 
10 years "quite a respon-
Si~~~e" the long redistricting 
process may not have been the 
most exciting story for the 
people of Illinois· - except when 
it degenerated into J!Wlches or 
near-riots in the LegISlature -
it has been watched keenly J:IY 
politicians, some of whom wiD 
lose theD' jobs because of the 
new map. 
Although Democrats may be 
gloating at Shapiro's selection 
over former Republican Gov. 
Richard B. Ogilvie. the 74-year-
old Kankakee native insisted he 
would not just tow the party 
line. 
"I will not rubber-stamp 
{'ither the Democratic map 01" 
the Republican map." Shapiro 
said from his Chicago office. 
"l\lv role is one of an ar-
bitrator. negotiator - to get a 
map I thmk will be fair for aU 
the people. 
"Partisanship is out. as far as 
I'm concerned:' he said. 
Publicly. at least. 
Republicans weren't brooding 
about Shapiro's selection. 
"He's a fair and hmest man. 
who 1 would hope wants to keep 
that reputation." said Sen. 
James "Pate" Phillip of 
Elmurst, top commission 
Republican. 
Shapiro was lieutenant 
governor under the late Otto 
Kerner. and took over as 
governor in May 1968. when 
Kerner was named to a federal 
appealscDtB't. 
Ironicaly, it was Ollilvie -
his "opponent" Tuesday - who 
aefeated Shapiro In the 1968 
November election. Shapiro left 
office the following January 
and resumed his law practice. 
Although l·tJlllmissi~n 
members from both parties 
said they expeelP.d Shapiro's 
selection would guarantee 
political boundaries favora~1e 
to Chicago Democrats. Shaptro 
would not concede any partisan 
points. 
SOUIA .......... 
...... 'Ion presents: 
Psychic Science s.minar 
Psychic Readings 
Healing Workshop 
Ramada'nn 
Carbondale. III 
August 29th. 30th 
'2-6 pm 
12.00 Admission Charge 
V-WANT-
Of course you save 25% off the new 
price when you purchase USED 
texts! Used texts are a great 
savings and UBS has alot to choose 
from. Shop.early for best selection 
'cause they really go fast! 
You need it...We·ve got it ..... 
postage stamps. typewriter rentals, 
rubber stamps. class rings. laminating. 
used book buy back. special orders 
for books & supplies. caps and gowns, 
Mastercard & Visa, film 
developing, gift wrapping, 
free technical pen cleaning, 
large paper cutter, GeOIOgica~1 
Survey maps_.... ~ ~ 
d t I ~-, an more ocome. ~j~' 
~l:i~ 
\_----~--~-.-
MINI DRUG 
____ DE~~~-
Shampoo. cold remedies, tooth-
brushes, soap ..... all your personal 
care needs & grooming aids in our 
mini drug dept. We're located where 
its easy for you to stop between 
classes. Our Mini flrug Department, 
just for YOU! 
GIFI'S 
We feature Hallmark Cards, Stationary. 
and Gifts yet we have other cords too. 
Cards that are iust suited for today's 
college student. Papermoon. Recycled 
Paper Products. and others. Also. 
gifts that are unique 
and unusual and can a 
only be found in a COllege. ~. 
bookstore. and don't ' 
forget.... .;.,:. ~. 
we gift wrap free! . ';::; '.'::". 
...... -.". 
From Einstein to Shak .. peare to today's best-
seI'ert Books for study or books to aid in 
l Zip-a-tone. Grumbocher, Delta 
.._-' Brush. Koh-I-Noor. Castell, K & E. 
f '\" Permanent Pigments. POIt, Crescent 
study .... Books for pleasure and Books for 
gifts .... "How to do it" and "Why did 
they do it" •••• and if we don't have it, iust 
ask, we'll be glad to special order it 
for you! 
CALCULATORS 
Hewlett Packard, Sharp, Texas 
Instruments, CaSino, Cannan, 
Unitrex, and others. UBS 
is your calculator head-
quarters for Southern 
-Illinois! 
ll.'l . Strathmore, .... Morillo. C'_r-',',:, print, Stoedt'er, and much , :.;;, much more! From brushes to _ .. I~, 'e«ering to topes, /~ penci's to points, weve got ~itOIl! 
SIU 
AJ!P4Ilt;J. 
The best selection of SIU apparel 
anywhere and one of the best 
college apparel departments in the 
country. Shirts-Shirts-Shirfs .... Night 
shirts. Sport Shirts. T.Shirts. Kids 
shirts. Polo shirts. Baseball shirts .. _ 
... Also hats. jackets. infants 
apparel inciuding bibs. booties. 
outfits ... SlU apparel. 
iust right for gift giving & just 
right for YOU! 
Open Special hours 
Free Pepsi while you shop 
. , 
IANICAM£IIIClIID 
• • 
unlYellil1 
.00111 lore 
63&-3321 STUDENT CENTER 
• 
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'Daily 'Egyptian 
('laslifRd Informatlnn Rates 
m:~~u~ali:-J:. ('t.'nIS per word 
Two Days-9 cenls pn word. per 
dafbrre or Four Days -8 ct.'l1lS per 
word. per day. 
daF.i.ve thru ~illl' Days- i ct.'nlS per 
~t.'I1 Ihru Nint.'tet.'l1 Days-6 cents 
per word. per day. 
pe-:.w.:~:a. ~r ":c.~ Days-5 cents 
Tht.' Daily Egyptian. cannot be 
responsible for more than one 
da,"s incorrt.'ct inst.'rtion. Ad· 
vt.'rtist.'rs are responsible for 
~~~~n~~~ n~~"t~i1:~r:,} [~ 
advertiser which lessen thl" \'alue 
of the adverlisement will be ad· 
~e::;tli! o~~r~o~dwi~~~agn~i 
PARTS & SERVICE 
Tune-Up Speciol 
Fr_ Engine Oil 
With Tune-Up 
%MI ........... n.A ..... 
M9-0N1 
HONDA 350 1m. RUNS AND 
looks ,real. Excellent gas Jl1ileage. . 
985-41:>1 after 6 p.m. IIIlIMAc05: 
~Ck:CSC: = ::.~esmo~~~~~ 
CONTRACT FOR TITLE. Car-
bondale area. 1969 Stalesman. 12 x 
60. front and rear bedrooms. new 
ca~t. butcher block coontertops. 
~cr~~~~oo:;~:soocec:~~ a~ s:~ 
per month for 36 months or $4.500 
cash sale. 687·2-182. B828IAe05 
12x60 and a 12,,50. BOTH IN ex· ; 
cellent condition. 549-5550 or 529-
1604. 820IAe04 
MIHelianeous 
A·1 T.V. RENTAL 
Rent A N_ Zenith 
Color Television $25 Monthly 
Block/Whit. 515 Monthly 
FREE MAINTENANCE 
Delivery And Pickup 
Someone who knows you. 
knows me, and thot someone 
has learned that T.V. and 
stereo repairs need not be 
expensive. Low overheod and 
special inventories permit me 
10 make repairs for less. I give 
free estimates. a 90 day war· 
rontee. and fast dependable 
one you know. call 549·5936, 
Allen's T.V. Repair. and save. 
AUIN'ST.V. 
CASH 
We buy used stereo eqt;ipmenl 
Good cOl1dition or 
needing repair 
Autllo ........ 1 Mt-I4" 
, ..................... .... 
Bicycles 
GIRLS THREE·SPEED bicycle 
for sale. just like new. 549-54ill. 
8345Ai04 
RAUf:GH PROFESSIONAL MK 
!~nJili~'n~I~95~~~r ~:frdB~~~ 
McGill 502-4-13-9688. s:wOAi05 
USED BICYCLES. CURRENTLY 
large seleclion of I. 3. 5. and 10 i.\':;eds. Dave's Bicycle R~~lt~ 
GREAT Bl'Y~ ~ SCHWI~N 10 vour ad. call 536-3311 before 12:00 
Doon for cancellation in the next 
day's issue. cellent shape. 457-5966. 8319Ac:06 
1974 HONDA CB450 GOOD CON- I 457-7009 
:~:lle~o~~~~. n~~a~~i~~:: r-----------., Marty. OOI3Ai05 
15 Word :\linimum 
m:~le~~rw~~~~~~:,~ft~!~r~~~ DITION. with backrest and : .... ---_______ '" 
the rate applicable for the number 
of insertions it ':8ll:ars. There will 
f.~ t.ro ac"ov!~ \i:a~~a~r t{:! 
~i?ecrr~~:i· must be 
paid in advance exce':f for IhOlle 
accounts with established credit. 
FOR SAl( 
Automobiles 
~~?~: Only S700o:&A~~~ : 
75 SUZUKI GT 380 LOW mileage. 
excellent condition. Extras $i50. or 
best offer. 549-5075. OOllAcO& 
1971 SUZUKI T500 • D~jlendable. ,; 
runs good. $400. 529-2007 Paul. .: 
0021AcO& , 
MUST SELL 850 Yamaha 1980. 
:!erpa~~~?'p~:~29il.take ' 
0027Ac07 
'69 250 SUZUKI. RUNS GREAT. • 
FORD MAVERICK '74. power Cheap. MlI5tsale. AlterS. 549-1015. 
steering. very good condition, 1lO46Ac04 . 
(J)I!i93-4202. 8310Aaos 1980 YAMAHA 650 SPECIAL : 
DATSUN '74. Statioo wagon 710. ::,.~ondition - red, 37~ , 
AM·FM. very good condition, 
(1)893-4202. 8309Aa05 Real Estate 
CHEVY "NOVA" 1967, Automatic: LAKE OF EGYPT lot - Lakeshore 
Transmission. PS, PB, Excellent i Drive. Excellent location. Must 
condition. 549-1954. 83OOAaOS , sell sa.900.00. caD 1-931-3141 after 4 
LOOK! 10 percent discoont to I pm. 8192Ad07 
students. 73 Pontiac Grand Prix, I TWO HOUSES - BY owner. IM-
=':::St~ :,~~ ~r~.!! ~rit=i : =~!f; =~N~. in ~ 
~e~~:'u:. ':'~4 '~e:a~ ¥~ ~:r J:~:';;:l:e Jr.~:~~r~ 
dandy. No FoOlin:~.790.OiII. square paliG..l DOftfI
T 
... " lawl'llg.e8 metc:iIes' - soMut1.500h ... dealS. No Foolio', we'D teUyou the OI\euU oiTO ~~ .. 
r.'Aa~~ Kiddin' Truthful :;;~~ sm. 3''1 ac:res. bam. 3 bedroom. ~~~':~~~iflc=-
;:~~:JH~:~. srmi!~ ~i sider contract. 549-4019 or :,~~ 
~.mustsee.callafter~A~~ Mobile Hom •• 
~~gALl.uo':d"'k~~I~\.est~t!.~ 
~i~. aJ.~~~~ Inn Tav:;i9fr~ 
SPIDER WEB BUY and sell used I 
~rm~~tio:t~:l~. miles8~,m4 
MISS KITTY'S GOOD used fur- I 
niture. R.R. 149 Bush Ave .. Hurst. 
m., 11 miles NE of Carbondale. , 
free delivery up to 25 miles. t 
808OAfl3 
nr!s~~~~E~~d S~~d. E~f~ I 
Typewriter Exchange. 1101 North . 
Court, Marion. Open Monday- I 
Saturday. HI93-29!J1. B8098Af14 
SOFA AND CHAIR IN Early 
American Style for SIlO. Recliner I 
for $45. All in matching brown t 
vinyl. CaD S49-6380. 8286AfOS I 
FOR SALE: FIREWOOD. Oak. 
~\ua;~~~~~xed. msr~ 
GOOD SELECfION OF used TV's. 
~~,!~.hoP. 1334~J& 
TREASURE SALE, MUR-
PHYSBORO. North 24th .. 
~~~~r A"'r:m=ur: ... ~ 
miscellaneous. Cic I i nder 
=::f!:~ti. -:.~ c ~prI)~~ 
camera. buggy. Atw:?:r Kent 
radio. ti87-4272~' OO3OAfGS 
~~t~~g~~~~=ie~=' MoItI......... ~~f~!~~~~::S.~~8~i~ ~g:.3740. 0002Aa05 W. Pay c.... ~'?rll3~f:m ~~ a:~. rugs, 
69 PLYMOUTH FURY, 0. The Spot 0037Aro18 
RECENTL Y installed shocks. Any Condition 4 KNIGHT SPEAKERS, Sansui 
~~SSi!:,ttea9_5~:0~tt~~ r:; __ _ tuner. winowfan. 529-1491. 
, ---- e. _______ R273Af06 
Weekend. 0005AaOS i HOMECREST. GOOD CON- ~u.-._ 
JEEP CJ5. 1914 !2,100. CaD 529- DITION. tenns available or FOR . -----------.. 1 
1622. days. BoolSAa05 ~~_~ w~~I~~~~~ buy.a:.~ : CABONDAU'S ONLY 
~~rof~~M~~~oo't:,ltt!&i 14 WIDE SCHULTZ. 2 and 3 ~campuIar 
bedrooms. new ca~i .. , elItra ~[~ ...... 
~~aC!n ~::t !rs259~ :tc:n ~na~ilf~b~~~~~~r.oo Stop.y for e 
for Joe. 8335Aaa1 B8305Ae20! .................. tlon 
71 SUBARA, HIGH M.P.G., nice 10xS0 LIBERTY. TWO bedroom. : 
little car. 1750.00. 457-6597.0033Aa05 built in range and oven. c3rp!ted. i We e'_ etock • wltle 
INSURANCE 
.... MotaRyc ....... 
Also 
........................ 
AYALA INSURANCE 
457.4123 
'Part. & Service 
HUYING U\tO V.W.'s 
,,, .. for Iryo" 'Jr Mllte 
"'·un 
III E. Metln ('dole 
probably tlie cleanest 10' .Wlde in I ~.. ___ 
Carbondale area. sa.OOO:. inCludes 1 --- -_ ..... 
free move. Action Mobile Homes. I ..... & ............. ~16M or 549-5550. B829&AeOS 
USED MOBILE HOMES for sale. I 
r:P'~=: ~=r~.: . 
Homes. 529-1604 or 549-5550 • 
Bl2!MAeG5 
CARBONDALE- 1911, 12x65, 
:g~~' .!r,~~~ect.'a~ 
1~1. ~~ 
CLEAN AND SPACIOUS J2x60. 
, Two bedrooms, central air. elItras. 
Just $4995. 457-2467 or 549-7482 
daya-eveninp. 0006Ae8& 
: WHY RENT? 8 WIDE venhml. one 
bedroom, pennanant darkroom, 
:,~Cheap, must seD. F~ 
FORSALE: 12x50 M081LE Home. 
......~MAIIf 
........... c.-..... (1 l1li. hot CIt Mall __ Ib ..... } 
NALDER STEREO 
USB) S1EREO EQUIPMENT 
JVCRS33 
SHERWOOD 7450 
KENWOOD KR 6030 
KENWOOD TK-I40 
SANSUI551 
lAFA V£TTE LR 9090 
List 
(5389) $189 
(S350)$14' 
($525) $179 
($340)$75 
($260)$89 
(S6OD)$I75 
ALSO CASSfTTt DECKS. AMPS 
AND OTHH GOOD EQUIPMENT 
AU WITH 90 DAY 'AlnS& LAIOII. 
NALDER 
SnREO 
115 S. UNIVERSITY 
549-1508 
"ON THE ISLAND" 
5T'EREO 
saBIN AUDIO 
o.x au. LOW DIICIOWIf 
PIIICES 
MAFLER 
D111t1K _ 
.... 11 ......... 1 .. 
IAU .175 .AU '2M 
IIone-Fone 
AM •• M 5111110 
•• D .~ 
YAMAM. DY •• V~ 
••• &MICHI 110 ........ . 
a-D.cousncs .... ,.. 
M.NDI 1ICMN1CS 
.... MANYcme ........ 
....an1 
OIIIN ......... IVIIIYD.,. 
1IULlt. 
MU .... yUOllC) 
STERE 
REPAI 
................ 
(across frnm the train slOtion) 
FOREIGN CAR PARTS : ~d:~on,ct!n bed~~,::.' 
window AC. bus to S.t.U. M.:I: • All Utili"""" 
Call 529-1869after5:30 p.m. 
8322Aell 
t\ _ 
. , . 
• CellIe", A_ ....... 
. ..... _ .......... 
Cameras 
I REEL DEVELOPING tank. " 
~~~ d:~~~;~~~~nlkix~4saflf!1~~r 
1m~'s,tim:. s~l:lati~ontfW~ 
ra!O..~tes. 529-10197. 8272Aj08 
Musical 
SOUND CORE . COMPLETE 12 
channel P.A. Graphics. monitors. 
100 ft. snake. sound man. rour 
years experiene. C311687 -li58. 
8282An020 
GUITAR LESSONS OFFER bv 
expe:rienced teacher at S.I.U. an 
levels. reasonable rates. Call 529-
4061 after 6:00 p.m. OO5OAnO! 
FOR RENT 
Apartments 
CARBONDALE HOUSING. VERY 
nice. one bedroom furnished 
apartment, large two bedroom 
fUrnished apartment duplex for 
=.c:!., =iut:g· no~.tr:~ 
miles west of CarbOndale Ramada 
Inn on old Rt. 13 west. call 684-4145. 
B82&6Bao& 
1 and 2 BEDROOMS IN Car· 
~:"~~~C~a~lt~: 
deposit. "2555. 828iBaOS 
CARBONDALE. PERFECT FOR 
:ot!:.s~~~~dTrion:J~ a:rt';:~i 
at Park Towne. near Carbondale 
Clinic. S325 a month, available 
now. 549-7653 8305Ba05 
SPACIOUS FURNISHED ONE 
~.e:'w~:;~.~B':~ 
NICELY FURNISHED 2 
BEDROOM. Air. carpet. waler. 
529-1735 or 457~. 0008BaOtl 
CARTERVILLE EFFICIENCY 
APARTMENT fumished Iig!lts ~~'=~~~~1fI.,.~on:aBa~· 
Now Accepting 
Fall Contreefs 
Marshall. Reed. Hyde Pork. 
Clark or Monticello. Close 
to campus· utilities included 
Trash Pick-up. Free Permit 
Parking. Coble TV available 
Many hove been completey 
refumist-ad. and will be ready 
for OC'.uponcv on or before 
Aug. 21st. ApplV in person. 
O'ffce. S11-S. Gr ....... 
.57-4112 
529-1644 
l2X5O, 1970 AIR. NEW RUGS. must 
sell. S29OO.00. 529-4727. OIM9Ae08 ~:' J - . • I CoI.-IcheIIIes lOa.-from ·, ...... PIdI ... ·r • GLOBAL AUTO 
North on Hwy. 51 
Carbondale 
For5ervice 
529-1642 
10xSS WITH LIVING room tipout. 
~~iti~':ie f~~~ain::' 
S33OO. 549-1219. after 5 p.m. 
0032Ae07 
10x50 MOBILE HOME, TWO 
bedroom. furnished. air. ap-
~nn~~i&~ beat. under&:r:.!.'!13 
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·~r.dllt ... 
Mar.hall &. Reed Apt •• 
511 • South Gre ..... CAftONDAU Ph •• 5'''12 
l'ro~~ (h l'r 
thl' Brid:":l' 
tor 
f'alllluu~ifl~ ill 
('00 W F n'PrJ kill 
54'-'521 
Fall ~ How A ...... 
featuring: Carpeted 
modern food serylce. 
TV and phone hook-up. 
only 'I, It.oc. from 
campus. 
SPACIOUS TWO BEDROOM plus 
~~:te!\:rt~~~n a ~~h~a: 
4345. 8833IBa04 
MURPHYSBORO. LARGE 2 
rJr~:~dM in ':f2~:' pa~~~~ 
~~~~~.==~~ 
DESOTO: 2 BEDROOM apart· 
ment. 5225.00 month. 867·3080 
evenings 457-4.88 Day. Dol::s8aCM 
3 BEDROOM APARTMENT for 
:fl', ::= ':'~':'u :~= ~. l100 month, =1:h 
.. BEDROOM APARTMENT. 
newly remodeled. large kitdlen. 
~'::'-=S39~thOO:::iO 
51 ........ ..... 
• _.._A .......... .. 
t ..... tra.c.....,. 
•• re .......... ... 
No ..... 
.yw .... 
5- ~".' ... " ~." •• ' G' 
CHECK 
. .". ....... .. 
'or foil Cenc.I .. ...... 
457'-22 
House. 
TIfREE BEDROOM. MODERN. 
available immediately. I. 305 Birch 
Lane. 2. 312 Crat View. 3. _ West 
Willow. $450 month. 457-4334. 
B71M9BbOt 
f:R~O~~OP~ 
house with c~. amaH three 
bechom furnished house. air, ffte 
:::b;:::v~~~ut~e 
:::~:.lDnon old Rt. 13.::a= 
THREE BEDROOM. 2513 Old West 
!fa:~~~= a ~~ar = 
renton per.-r- buis: BlSJlBb411 
2 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR rent. 
Near Cedar Lane. available int-
=::~: sao ........ .::::, 
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE 
c:a~ =-..:...~..::u-
........ 
1A •••• Da. 
IIOUIIS 
.... 
A"', & 1-.-a.ts. 
181112 
Mobile Homes 
EXTRA NICE. MODERN 2 
=~.~~~~: ~~nedsdS::~~~\yla,::*.:::U 
drive to campus; 5Zf.191Vis113BcOt 
IZlIM TWO OR THREE bednJom. 
carpeted. a ir conditioned. fur-
nished or unfurnished. anrhored. 
SI~GI.ES . ONE BEDROOM. 
Summer· 5125. Fall· 5155. Includes 
heat, water, and trash. Furnished 
and air conditioned. Very dean. no 
I:~~ ~~~fs~s~~1r" 0~3. ~t 
3002. B78IkIBc04 
2-3 BEDROOMS. S7W350. Close to 
campus. 52S-4444. B8235Bc20 
ruw~s~~~~:;~~~~~· 
88Jo7Bc05 
MOBILE HOME. 10,,50 two 
bedroom A·C comer Park and 
Warren. Phone 549-5649 arter6:00. 
8R3l1Re05 
EXCEPTIONALLY CLEAN Al'~D 
neat 12,,60 2 bedroom. fw-nished. 
:::i~~~~C;:=o~~~~lease 
Bll295Bc05 
PERFECT FOR A col!P1e. Two 
=oo:cibife
ar=:. a~ur~!~h~~ 
Southern Park. Available now. 
5150.00 per month. 549-7653. 
83068c05 
Y~U CAN WALK 10 campus from 
dlls two bedroom. carpeted. fur-
rushed. centrally air conditioned 
mobile home. Available now. 
1150.00 per month. 549-7653. 
8304Bc05 
2 BEDROOM TRAILER for rent 
near Crab OrdJard. furnished. A-C 
1190menthly. pets ok. 457-7!m. 
8323Bc:04 
MOBILE HOME 12X50. 2 
bedrooms. clean air free bus to ~f':::: Available NO":.;.r~ 
DESOTO. MOBILE HOME. clean. 
air, liS heat. c:ou~ only. no pets, 
~&V o~::~ ISO s:,-r3?'cOs 
TWO BEDROOM • SI4t'·ftIOftth. 
lealle- no pets. 5Zf.153!t. ~8c10 
TWO BEDROOM • CARPET -
~=="=Homrr:~. :t 1539. 0028BcIO 
MALlIU VILLAGE 
Now ..... _ .. '. 
5 ........... &'.11 
Hwyt1Sauth 
..... 
1 .......... 
........ 
Rooms 
ROOMS GOING FAST • Two 
bIocIIs frtllll cam~. ;;e._I. 
Advance pa)'llM!lll n!quired.12OIBcIK 
• oom .... ' •• 
CHRISI'IAN MALE ROOMMATE 
Deeded: F1IftIiIIIed 1 ....... m 
:-ietn.m:-n: :tr ~n,~ 
~.--...... 
NON-SMOKING FEMALE TO 
Ibare fUmiIhed, two bednom 
==--~. FNe~ 
ROOMMATE NEEDED IN 
~ modem fift be*eem 
.................... ~. 
........ 4SI-s.I. 
n:JL\LE ROOIIIIATE NEEDED 
-rw. -..- ....... IniIer· 
CIIII!Ir7 ...... - ,. -- .... :=::&7'..::-~ ...... 
--
Mt'RPHYSBORO, LARGE 2 I 
BEDROOM in big house. 5225.00. 
Stove Refrigerator. Rent plus 
~it. No pets. 453-5125~r::; 
I NEED A place!! Easv',oing 22 
~~o~~~:!:oo~r h~:~7f':Y~ 
location. Call Ma~ at 529-1516 or 
Rick at 6lI4-6246 anytime arler 6 
p.m. 8279Be04 
ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR 
Furnished Mobile home. Fall 81. 
=~g 82. Mile tocampus.~I~ 
FEMALE TO SHARE trailer. Own 
bedroom - rent 180 month. - :., 
utilities. Call 549-1768 arler 5:00 or 
453-5371 (Ask for Tawny I. 83448e08 
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED 
to share nice. clean house close to 
f:iWre:: ~=PI~T:'Ymr::'iS~~~ 
549-0097. 83U8e07 
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED 
to share 2 - bedroom trailer. Call 
457-5307. 83218e04 
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED 
for trailoer 2 bloc:ks from campus Ir 
town. Good condition. Own room. 
1105 month 1 '2 utilities. Cau 529-
19115 arter 5:00 pm. 83278e04 
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. 
~ear:::~~=:::r~~~, 
interested caU Immediately. 457-
2404. 8a329Be05 
ROOMMATE NEEDED TO Mare 
a 2 bedroom mobile. 5 miles out of 
~S:~::t~ 'l!1I~c~~: 
0545. 83148e07 
THREE BEDROOM. THREE 
MILES from cam~. aU utilities 
included. except electricity. fur· 
nished. S375 a month. one penon 
needs two more. 457-4334. 
00438e023 
FEMALE ROOMMATE 
NEEDED: non-smoker to live at 
~U't:=n M~~~ ~ a'=~di5 
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED for 
trailer. 500 W. Oak. Rent 165.00 a 
:~~:k"'r:rtilj~~'Cau~~ 
HElP WANTED 
sa .... mon. Slale 
University 
....w..... = 
___ :'.&1...-
... ' !CIt 
............................ 
...... .-.. ................ ........ 
....- .............. _. ______ 4~
..... .....-..... -...UMd 
.... ...........,.,.........4 ..... 
............... ~-­
.. ......, ........... 
---.........., ,.. ....... . 
... - ............... ... 
,... ..................... 4 
................. .......,1IIch-
lIiaII ..... or~plual 
,... ................. .......... 
4''-''ic101~ .......... 
_ or ............ 1. 11".0.14301 
Send_'to: 
,.......s.mc.. 
s......,.s....Univenlty 
SprinafieIcI .... .". 
I'EIIALE ROOIIIIATE NEEDED 
,.. IIIraiIIIed -.lIMe ......... 
~s fNm um~. ~u 
.•. miIIIb .... ~ WANTED. GIRL DANCERS. IS .• 
lIliIitt. .•• 71ltafterSplll.... ~ hour. TIle .• Wed .• Thur .• Fri. 
iCe. caJlforap.II7-1532._ 
ROOMMATE WANTED. MALE. 2 ---.... 
be*ooInMobiIeHome.457~1ko& HELP WANTED: WAITERS IE 
QUIET FEMALE TO share three ::'~JiIP~iD:= affC!-~:'J =rr=ct!s~':~Ig;Jl L::. Toms Iace.~~ 
457-1115 pr ~. 0014BeOS. IF YOU CAN and like to talk on the 
ROOMMATE NEEDED. t::ble~::~,,*~~ do so. ~It;~~a.r~::.at. M,:,~a:s 00IY70l6 
NEEDED: 3rd FEMALE FOR big : PA~T-TIME ~US Driv:ers• 
3-bedroom house near Denny·s. vanable hours. C license required. 
::~=.large pool. ~ 'IOO-mo. Must see. 549-7259. 5.1. Bowl. 5Zf.~ before~p.m. _ . I 113468e04 B8338C06 
AN'. 
Intensive Care Unit 
Full & Part TIme Positions 
AYAILA"IMMIDIATILY 
I.C.U. Ex~ience Is Pr«erred 
Excellent Starting Salary 
& Fringe Benefit Package. 
Apply In Person OT 
Send Resume To .... 
Penonnel Dept. 
Memorial Hospital 
.tOt·W. Main ('dale III. 
(618)549-0721 
Equal Opportunity Employer 
HORSE RANCH NEAR Car· 
bondale needs live-in person to do 
housekeepi~ and help care for 
~~ :n~m~rd-~I:~a~~ .:::. 
1680. 8339C04 
ALL POSITIONS AVAILABLE, 
~~~e~~;I~~=. p.m. 
OOUICt3 
TALL. GLAMOUROUS. WELL 
Proportioned ladies aged 18 to 21 to 
train as ~n.time baftenders. Call 
J:,b:~ ~:n~::.:~ 2 and~ 
DELIVERY PERSON. MUST he 
neat in a~aranc:e. Have own car 
~w:'~=.idha;'~At':"ro 
work days. Apply in person after 1 
&:,.,~.J:;r.mrn.:: AWv!i.ti:l7~· 
MOVE (MOBILIZATION OF 
VOLUNTEER EFFORT) is 
recruiting enth .. iaBtic studl!nts as 
Steering Committee members . 
These volunteers help to ad· 
minister MOVE and its activities 
~r~~~uni?nJ>u~~n:I::::1 
'~~Y~~~WG FJ~'~OV't, Ji~~ 
IT WORK ~! If interested. call 453-
5714 or stop in the Office of Student 
Development, 3rd fl. Student 
Center. BOO5.2CIO 
TITLE Of 
POSITtON: 
WORK WITH FRIENDS. Sell Avon 
where you live. where you work. 
Call Joan Marquard at 549-4622. 
. 88276('20 
SERVICES 
OFFERIED 
PNgnancy AlSistonce 
Center 
Pr .... nt-Nee4 He.p-:' 
Celli 52'·2441 
'24 Hr. Ie",' 
Alterations 
Sewing 
Designing 
Call Evelyn 
549-7...a 
Pickup & Delivery 
Available 
TYPING! NO-FRILLS QUALITY 
~~. O.75s':~;.~: Gr:e~~!: 
Delivery, other services. 549-6925. 
83liECY7 
ART LESSONS· DRA\\1NG and 
wate~c-:t~~ P~~tH!~ f~i~=':~ ~dren Early Education Center. 
549-3074. oo17E05 
IAINIIOW'S 
CHILDRIN 
t.rfy "'11."" c:.ntw 
lndividualizH Academics 
Program 
Creative Arts 
Only 15 Full Time 
Openings. 
549-3074 
ProposH O!J&ning 8/24 
R~h Project Specialist 
(Tedmicallnformation 
CaonlinatGr) 
OUAWlCAnoNI: ""'·s Degr .. or equivalent in 
................ ar"""" fieIda til joumaIiIm. cornmuniarftans, 
braodcasttng, and tw. ,.an of ...,.nenc. In university 
....... writi .. with .......... is on production. A general under-
.tanding of all ....... of coal ...... rdt .. ,...,..ted . 
STAtEMENT OF DUnU: 
I. C~lnatM ocfivi ...... the Coal ReMGrdt Center's 
T ....... tnIarmatian 0IIIce. inducing. a) display operations; 
b) editorial services; c) Coal It .. eorch Center technical 
library a"eration. 
2. o.v.tops brochures or prap8IM for the Coal ReMGrch 
c.m.r wen .. and special functions • 
3. ~ msigned ~ in the gathering. writing, or 
distribution 01 information andl ar performance of clerical 
support duties. 
•. Am os liaison be'-" campus news sources and news 
media, such os ,..,ancIing to inquiries from .... news 
media and .... public concerning Coal R-m ten..,·s 
activitift. programs, or even"; or cmanging press con-
feNnces. meetings. or special interviews. 
5. Writft artidft ..... ,.,...... or ....... for distrillution 
to or inclusion in Intra-univenity publications; ........ or 
._1W1 .... ds which itIMns are aprapriate for ,..... to .... 
vorious media. 
6. Gothers h.'ali".tion about univenity coal reMCIKh act-
ivities. "..... or wen .. (such _ student enrot"-nt . 
...... "........ bullrarstalf 4' .• I .. = .... ....arch 
........... tuition ........ or outside ..,..... ahctint 
Ih.CaaI-...dtCenter). 
, ........ ,...... ..... -......... 
.... IIGII AllRlCA1ICINIc ........ 15. ... 
IALAIIY:Cc"._ ......... wHh ......... educotion 
&fK1IVI DAtE Of IMPLOYMamn.. ..... 
is capen and will ... filled _ .- att.r the dosing ... 
• teas""'. 
NAMI AND ADDBSS 
Of 
PIllION TO CONTACT: 
Michoel M. Crow, Assistant 
DiiWdcr 
........ Plamingand ~ 
CoallteMGrch Center 
Southern Illinois University 
Carbondale, Il62901 
618-536-5521 
SOUTHON ILLINOIS UNIYEItSIlY-CAItIONDALIE IS AN EQUAl. 
OPPOIlTUNITY I AFAltMAnVIE ACTION EMPlOYH 
Daily EIJptiaa. A ........ lIIl. Page 13 
;:. ... " ........ 
.... i: 
PlllGNANT? 
_II 1.1nH1ItGHT 
Fr_ pregl'Gncy testing 
& confidential assistance. 
549-7794 
Mon Thru Fri Noon to 4 
TYPING: EXPERENCED: FASf. 
reliable and accurate. 10.75 or 
more per page. Please call 54~ 
~. ~E~ 
THE CARBONDALE WOMENS'S 
Center offers confidential 
Pregnan~Testing and Coun-
~~4~ Choice orga:=~r2 
NEED A PAPER TYPED? IBM 
Selectric. Fast and accurate. 
reasonable rates. 54~2258. 8099E14 
LOST 
'100 REWARD: WSTdog. female. 
.... Ihaso apso. I~ lOOks like 
minature Benji. about Aug. lOth 
near Lewis Park. light white·beige-
brown. 7 months. no collar. an· 
swers to Gwen. friendly. Call 
collect (312) 969-0734. 8265GIO 
ENTERTAINMENT 
THESES. DISSERTATIONS. 
RESUMES, Call the Problem 
r;:::::. ~~r: Printi"is:J:E~7 
BECOME A BARTENDER. 
Classes tauaht by professionals at 
a Carbondale mgtitsr.t. Call the 
NEED EXPERIENCED 
MUSICIANS to back up lead 
female singer. Stop by Wuxtry 
. ',. INDOOR . LEA' MARKET. An-
~~n'5 School 0 Ba~=~f8 
~~'r 1':0 cra:~s~~~. cS;W~:.:~ l!i 
Ramada tin. Carbondale. 54~7311. 
B8260K15 
KARINS . ALTERATIONS AND MOVING SALE FRIDAY and 
sewing. 224'~ S. Illinois. above SaOrtcuhardraYJ.~ Aobllg. e2!':o29
m
·
e
9-4
s
. F' u1mI81,Ct.~!.b. :!r.~~~:l~~Oa:!36l\f:: dM oil " ~~ ~1081. 8330E022 : plants. clothes. Rain or Shi~K05 
GNOSTIC CHURC" TE!,CHINGS, SI SUNDAY FLEA market· every Th~ path to mastermg .lIfe and tbe ~ Sunday till November for all your 1lr~~?o~;,~r·Jt ~~~.c Ch~~~~~ :1f: ~r~:~~ south of the ~~~~I 
r~~;:'--l 
I presents I 
'IIMEN'S NIGHTU (' I I·_turing . 
•
1 Exotic dancers in '\ ,. 
I Continuous Floor ~'V. --~ 
I Shows For Men 
• all Night Long 
I I Hwy.51 N ........ 0 .. '-1111 
LONELY? 
Our Plants Make 
Good Friends 
13 varieties of Hardy mums 
Many varieties of house plants 
~ 
GREEN~'-'. 
HOUSE_ 
2 mi. S. of SIU ar.na an Hwy. 51 
Pagt' 14. Daily Egyptian. August 26, 19111 
Mon.-Sot. 
9-5 
,.9-.. 1 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
MOCK MeAT TEST 
Saturday, August 29. 1981 
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. 
Come to Room 211 
Wheeler Hall By August 29th 
to pre-register for this test. 
There will be no fee required. 
No one will be admitted on 
August 29 without the blue 
admission form. 
Sponsored by 
MID ...... 
School or MediCine 
SIU-C 
RIDERS WANTED 
DAILY BUS SERVICE from 
Carbondale to Chicago, 526.40: 
Indianapolis, IN, '33.-15: 
springfield IL. '15.05; St. Louis 
'13.90: Evansville IN '16.15. 
Contact agent at -157-8171. 0053P17 
RIDE "THE STUDENT Transit" 
to Chicago and Suburbs. Runs 
~~rJlvs~1t~~:~s s~g:;:~ ~.~ 
~~r~rwec!~~~ S:I~~ 1n~IY5: 
18ti2. Tickets also on sale for Labor 
3 Day Weekend. 0039PIO 
•• lIa •• lnul 
Ce~I. 
a8 ___ a 
Texas Instruments 
electronic slide-rule calculator 
TI-30 
Special 
'11.50 7/-30 ~ 
uAive"ily boo.,IO'. 
53&-3321 STUDENT CENTER 
AD GOOD 
THRU 
THURSDAY 
8-27-81 
LIQUOR MART 
rHE WINE STORE 
LIEBFIUUMILCH 
;\ 
Ii \ 
~'­... 
by Kranenwein 
'I!! 
'3!p!eans 
Old St~te· 
~'191 
. 6 Pak Cans 
Ute --
'419 lilri." 
12 Pak Cans . ~ 
'1 M~oaloh 
~ 1 Liebjroamilch 
~au~'219 
, I 75Om. 
~ 
DRIVI UP WII~DC'WI 
'·6 LB AVG CfNTfR CUT 
WNOlE _LUS 
POIIIllOlN •••••••••••••• ". 
ISlCIONflI 
U S 0 A C~I(E 1m ctNTER CUT 
IONElUS IOIST 01 
_lRS CIIUCI mi. .... ". 
USDA C~ICE8E!F 
IONEUSSIOIST 
I05J011IOtl ••.••.••.•.• "-
-
USDA C~I(EB!!F 
SLICED 8 
IEEF 9~ 
LIVER •• ". 
CENTER CUT 
RII $ 58 
::'PS. ". 1 
COST CUTTER 
MEAT 
SPECIALS 
BONELESS $2-::=~~I~. ". 
(OUNTRY (LUB 
;:lISS SI_ 
TUllEY .... ". 
\HAN!! PORTION 
11C11IIt' 
SMOIID lAM ". IIC 
1ft .. Sale 
JlJMBO 
HONEYDEW 
MELONS 
". lIe 
JI!!\H 
I0Il1l1li 
lmuCI .•.. ". 
~Welcom. lack Students· 
Stop by and check out Kroger's 
New Imported Cheese Shop. We 
... also feature a Fresh Flower Shop. .... 
KROGiR IiOT DOG 011 2· $1" 
s.4widI.... • • ::: IEKCEPT8E!fI. ..." .... 67. Mertea ........... .... KROGER "... 3AC Porl, .... S ••••• c. y 
VILLAGf BAIt!RY $119 
...... Foo4 cae .. I::. 
COUNTRY OVEN lac 
.... styIe ......... ~. .... 
OIIAHG1i JUICE .... 65e 
.... -.w,. "~ ~.;.~~. c.' 
PETWIIIP .... 6ftC T .............. C .. : ,..,.. 
KROGER 21·" 65e PiItetIppIe ••••••• c.' 
RUD\ G!~_ 011 AM!.RtCAN IS.S· ... 6ftC 
'.Nt. s..I ..... c. ..,. . 
11OGE. IUTTIICIUST 
.~~!$ii9 
.. '-'lO -
_'NE 7Ac CllHIItI •••••••• 't«:'. .... 
IleOllO .... MI)(la(·(It';Ht· 
(OUNTFY OVEN (~OlATt (HIP $1" 
Qif"" c..lin '::,' 
,,-1IOGfII , .... 8ftc 
.., s.w In ........ III.' ..,.., T 
".¥ ... - .. ,"'" 00 ";~::. $11t IItiu letcll., •••• III. 
W.UIIS M· ... $1" 
...... s.c. ... III. 
Ii ,-: ,-, .1")(iI.,.,.(, ... .AuCf .1: 
FOUNTAIN SQUAll! OR . 
KROGiR OILUKE NATURAL FLAVOR IIoIf ~1' . '" .' -:.. CHA.MIN 
Ice en- ....... __ ..... 6, : .~: ... , lATH 100M TISSUE 
FRUZERPlEEl!RASSOtlIEDOR 16·( •. $1" En;id) $1°9 MeIH htdI Pops • .... !t, ., . ' 
= A 79~ t"::j --;.: :..~ 
.... r...... ... .. FIliCE • '.'·0. 58C 
-II.IIP IIIiJ aut M lAIR .. PCIIIIL .., r.,.. ........ ........ . .., . soc Off LAiEl '.·00. $1-Scepe ......... ItI. MAlIG.RI~ QUAlIIERS 1·... £.ftC 0 AVONDALE 21 CI $1 ,. 
....... .••••••• .... U""· T,. C. LiIIen •• ..... u.:=. T ........ ~. $1-
~~~~t,!i~::PI'!DSI.IClS 12 .... $1" o 8E!fCHIJNI(S· ' ....... 38C '·0 '2" a.... he4 ••••• .... .... ........... c. ., . s.,.11 ............ : 
~ ~.:.. 2.· .. · $1" PURINA M.. iIYe IItrf ,...... •• • •• ... $3" 
_._...... c-. .... Mi .................. 6,-- ... 
IIIIOGEI It .... $1- BRIGHT HEavy DUTl M7. . ... ::: ... 
c.n.a... ..... CtII. ~ .......... ":" ..... 6,- ~---............ ~~~~~ 
FREE OFFER 
I flESH 'ACI f'-\~ IIOGEI LOWFAT BliGHT LlIUID ):;~.i9c r Jii79 . ~i9c 
Get hotk & Wognaiis 
2-volume Standard 
Desk o.el"!'1«, free 
when you purchase 
Vols. 2 and J of the 
EncydoP<'<l;~ 
Volumf'i'O 2-3 
'. J" . .... ". - ... . , ............ ________ -' '-_________ ", 
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Frisbee team goes Full Tilt into season 
By Julie Guadagnoli 
StaR Writer 
Rain does not stop them. 
Sometimes even snow does not 
stop them. An eight-foot, 
spiked-top fence merely slows 
them down. 
Because of their intense 
devotion to their game, "Full 
Tilt" is an adequate name for 
the SIU-C intercollegiate 
Ultimate Frisbee team. 
The team was known as the 
SID Frisbee Club following its 
formation in 1979, since most of 
the team members were also 
club members. Bill Byrnes, a 
graduate student in marketing 
and co-captain of the team. 
suggested the name Full Tilt 
according to co-captain Steve 
Behme. an electronic data 
processing major. The team's 
Blocked shot 
,\ssistant field hockev Coach 
Kenda Cunninf'ham -fires a 
shot at goalie Lisa Caici 
during a practice Tuesday 
afternoon at Wham Field. 
The team will compete in a 
series of scrimmages 
beginning at II a.m. Sunday 
at Wham Field. 
other co-captain is Jim Mallon. 
a graduate student in speech 
communications. 
Behme said the name stuck 
because the team members 
thought it expressed their mode 
of playing. They play when it 
rains. and Byrnes said. "We've 
played in snow before." 
Only extremely cold weather 
prevents ~em from playing, so 
they practice year-round about 
five days, Byrnes said. 
Ultimate Frisbee is an ap-
pealing spectator sport, Behme 
sa id. because of the spectacular 
diving catches and the graceful 
flight of the disc. The Frisbee 
makes the game a unique team 
sport. because it flies so many 
different ways. Sometimes it 
soars. sometimes it hovers 
gracefully and other times it 
drops suddenly. 
Ultimate Frisbee is a non-
contact sport, and most teams 
try to play a "clean." yet 
competitive game. Behme said. 
"Our team has always tried 
to play strictly by the rules," he 
said. 
Many people do not take the 
game very seriously because of 
the casual atmosphere 
associated with the game, Beh-
me said. 
Full Tilt was officially 
recognized as a team in the fall 
of 1979 by the International 
Frisbee Association, Ultimate 
Players Association, student 
government and Sports Clubs 
Council. according to Byrnes. 
Byrnes. Mallon and Behme 
formed the team and assumed 
the responsibility of recruiting 
people. said Byrnes said. 
The team receives funds from 
~ .. ' 
Stair photo by Jay Small 
Meade hopes gYDl recruits 
will replace Brian Babcock 
By Jim Cagte 
StaR Writer 
SlU-C gymnast Brian Bab-
cock, riding on the crest of a 
silver medal performance at 
the National Sports Festival 
recently competed in meets in 
Hawaii and Reno, Nev. 
According to men's gym-
nastic Coach Bill Meade. 
Babcock performed weD at both 
meets but didn't have very 
much good luck. 
Bal)cock performed only in 
the compulsories at the U.S. 
versus China dual meet in 
Hawaii. Babcock was one of 10 
BPR your pardon 
male gymnasts to be selected 
for the meet. The top eight by 
virtue of their finish at the 
United States Gymnastics 
Federation Championship 
competed in the events. while 
Babcock was one of two 
alternates. 
The U.S. team. competing 
without No. I gymnast Bart 
Connor, lost to the Chinese 
287.85-285.75. Babcock's scores 
in the compulsory events did 
not count toward the team's 
over-aD score, 
Babcock also performed in an 
all-around single eliminaton 
tournament in Reno held by 
ESPN, the all-sports cable 
televesion network. He didn't 
make it past the first round-
thanks to the luck of the draw. 
It was inadvertently reported. 
in Tuesday's Daily Egyptian The Saluki standout drew 
that everYone is required to pay Nebraska's Jim Hartung. 
entrv fees for intramural considered one of the top 
tournaments. Only faculty. gymnasts in the U.S. Babcock 
staff and their spouses who do lost to Hartung and was 
not have Student Recreation eliminated from the tourney. 
('('nter use cards must pay His score. however. was eighth 
t'ntry (ees. best in the competition. 
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The Saluki's will have to 
perform without Babcock this 
year as he will sit out the up-
coming season to train for the 
19M Olympics. 
Meade has signed three 
recruits to help fill the big void 
left by Babcock's absence: 
Scott Schuler, a sophomore 
transfer from Golden West 
Junior College in Huntington, 
Calif.; Frank Pappas, a fresh-
man from Mount Prospect, and 
Frank Squarillo, a freshman 
from Naperville. 
Srhuler. a native of Wor-
thington. Ohio, will compete in 
the all-around, while Pappas 
will work the floor exercise and 
vault, and Squarillo will work 
th~.~~."infe an: p~~~:1 ':~~i 
balanced team this year," 
Meadesaid. "Wewon'tha;'e the 
big scores coming in from 
Brian. but our bottom scores 
will be much higher. Last year 
we had to live with scores in the 
sixes, but this year our low 
scores should be in the mid-
eights." 
the Sports Clubs Council, 
Frisbee Club dues, T-shirt and 
Frisbee sales. sponsors and 
individual team members. 
Since the team travels on 
Frisbee Club funds. captains 
this season are requirin, every 
team member to jam the 
Frisbee Club as well. 
Last year's team had 25 
players, Byrnes said. This year 
the captains hope to recruit 
enough new players to make 
two squads possible. he said. 
This way, the more experienced 
players could practice together 
before tournaments begin. The 
rC'okies would also be able to 
practice together. 
To trj out for the team, 
potentia players must attend 
practices. Then the two cap-
tains will decide which players 
will remain on the team. 
Ultimate Frisbee teams han' 
no set schedule. Byrnes saad. 
Anytime two teams have the 
desire and money to play 
against each other they arrange 
a game, he said. 
However, intercollegiate 
Ultimate Frisbee activity peak~ 
from the first week in October 
totheendof November. he said 
During this time approximately 
300 intercollegiate teams in the 
United States are playing 10 
determine which five teams Will 
make the national cham-
pionships. 
First the teams participate in 
sectional championships. 
Byrnes said. Full Tilt plays 
teams from Southern Illinois. 
Iowa and Missouri during it!; 
sectionals, from which it can 
qualify for regional corn-
petition. 
Women harriers 
to rely on returnees 
By Steve Metseb 
StaB Writer 
Coach Claudia Blackman is 
counting on the experienced 
runners from last year's team 
to provide leadershiP. for what 
she caDs a "young' women's 
cross countly team this season. 
Four of the top eight Saluki 
runners from last year's team 
are returning. Blackman is 
looking for good performances 
from junior Dyane Donley. and 
seniors Nola Putman, Cindy 
Bukauskas, and Patty 
Houseworth, formerly Patty 
Ply mire. 
.. Although the team will be 
young," Blackman said, "( 
think some of the freshmen 
haveagood"ha...,..ofb"",mning 
top runners. They will need help 
to mature to that point, and I'm 
hoping our returning runners 
will provide the necessary 
guidance." 
Blaclrman expects about 20 
women to try out for this year's 
team, which will consist of 12 to 
14 runners, she said. 
Senior Theresa Helander, and 
fre.hmen Laurie Bertram, Pat 
Eletto, Laura Saki, and Odette 
James aD have a very good 
chance of making the team, 
according to Blackman." 
Blackman is conducting 
tryouts through courses on 
campus. through Carbondale, 
and at Midland Hill Golf Club, 
near Makanda. Blackman 
called Midland Hills a good 
cross country course '!ince the 
terrain is hilly and oft~l'S the 
runners a challenge. During the 
tryouts. new runners are taught 
warmup drills and methods to 
keep in shape. Weightlifting 
plays an important role in 
training, she said. 
"WeightJifting helps prevent 
fatigue in both the legs and 
arms. We concentrate a bit 
more on the arms, .. ince they 
are apt to become fatigued 
before the legs," Blackman 
said. 
Several women came to 
school early to practice. Black-
man was disappointed by last 
week's cool temperatures, since 
she likes her team to become 
accustomed to Southern 
IUinois' warm, humid weather. 
The runnet"s style is Black-
man's main concern during the 
pre-season. 
"I look for elements of a 
runner's style which could hurt 
her time," she said. "I'll never 
change their style. unless they 
need help. My goal is to help 
them run as efficiently as 
possible." 
The cross country team 
practices every afternoon, and 
the runners are responsible for 
Ibeir own morning workouts. 
"While I don't coach them ill 
Ihe mornin., I do reeommend 
how far and fast they should 
run. Too often, young nmners 
feel that running ten miles will 
be twice as good for their 
stamina as running five," she 
said. "A lot of runners can get 
hurt this way." 
The Salukis' first meet is 
~!a\); :=~:~~~la°~ ~~:. ~: 
on campus. Blackman said 
home meets used to be held on 
campus but were moved to 
Midland Hills because fallen 
tree branches and grass cut-
tings obstructed the course on 
campus. She said the Physical 
Plant, which is responsible for 
maintaining the campus 
grounds, is being cOR!lulted and 
a decision on whether the 
campus course will cleared in 
time for the opening meet is 
expected soon. 
"Since we host our first meet. 
I'D see haw aU the women run 
competitively. Practice times 
don't show how a runner will 
perform in a meet," Blackman 
said. .. Although this year's 
team looks stronger, we won't 
know until the they suit up, and 
the gun goes bang." 
Cyclist finds success 
Dan Casebeer missed the first 
day of school this semester but 
his string of good fortune on the 
~~~~. tour made up fO&" his 
At the national criterium 
championships Sunday in Lima, 
Ohio, the senior in recreation 
finished sixth in the sprint 
portion of the 62-mile race in 
which sprints are run every five 
miles. He placed 10th overall in 
the race but said he could have 
placed higher had it not been for 
an illness. 
Casebeer and his teammates 
finished eighth in the 1110-
kilometer team time trial Aug. 
5 in Fairmont, N.Y. Of the 26 
teams which began the race, 
only 16 finished. 
Casebeer, a member of the 
SIU-C Phoenix .Cvcle ClUb. 
took) lth place ID the -1.001)-
meter pursuit race at the 
national track championships 
Aug. 9 in Trexelertown. Penn. 
His time of 5:05was 13 seconds 
slower than the time with which 
he won the Illinois state title. 
"ConSidering how [ fek it 
was a pretty good finish." 
Caset,eer said. "I caught a cold 
in Pennsylvania and felt like I 
was going to lose my cookies 
during the race." 
; , 
... - "-_."'" Imen ... Dutalada 
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Railroad, city officials alert :~m ••• Ope. 
to hazardous lDaterials threats Sa 'Jan~ Wo,.ld 0/ Beaut'! Creative UnIsex Hairstyling 
By I. Cagle 
S ..... Wriler 
The railroad industry is 
moving more hazardous 
materia Is now than ever before, 
according to Lonnie Birch, 
assislant trainmaster for the 
lOinGis Central Gulf Railroad in 
Carbondale. And with the in-
creased movement comes a 
higher risk of an accident inA. 
volvmg hazardous mater ials 
"There is an increased 
awareness in the public and at 
the rairoad about hazardous 
materials," Birch said. 
"Because of that we put even 
moreemphasis on safety. We're 
extra cautious." 
But despite safety 
regulations. accidents can and 
do happen. 
Last month in Dongola, 35 
miles southeast of Carbondale, 
heat causeda rail to buckle, and 
a train carrying hazardous 
materials derailed. 
Luckily, nme of the tank cars 
ruptured and no evacuation of 
the townspeople was necessary. 
Precautionary measures by the 
!fO~do~~1!1i:ft t::in~r~:ri~~ 
rails because of the heat, kept 
the accident from reaching 
major rroportions. But the 
potentia fur a major incident is 
there, as it is in Carbondale. 
The ICG carries a large 
percentag'" of hazardous 
materials. According to Patrick 
Patten, t.azardous materials 
inspector for the lIIinois 
Commerce Commission, "on 
any given day, anywhere from 
15 to %0 trains run through 
Carbondale, and the biggest t,or:c::::m:f a:a~~~ 
material" 
Patten said that some of the 
more c.'GIJIIJICJII cbemicaJs that 
travel on the ICG rails are 
caustic soda and nitric acid, 
which are classified as 
corrosives; anhydrous am-
monia, a non-flammable gas; 
hydru&anic acid, a poison; and 
liquid propane, a flammable 
liquid. 
Carbondale is prepared to 
handle a disaster involv~g 
toxic or flammable materials. 
according to Steve Piltz, local 
coordinator for the Emergency 
Service and Disaster Agency (ESDA). 
"We are as ready as you can 
beon paper," said Piltz. "As far 
as having the knowledge of 
what to do in a situation and 
having people with the proper 
training, we're ready. But no 
plan can cover everything:· 
In the event of a disaster. 
Piltz's office works as a central 
coordinating and com-
munications station. The ESDA 
office has no direct contact with 
the disaster. Piltz, along with 
other city officials, makes 
safety decisions on the basis of 
reports from the police and fire 
department. 
"Our job here is to keep 
everybody in the right direc-
tion," Piltz said. 
If a train carryinlZ a hazar-
dous material derailed in 
Carbondale, the ESDA office 
would make the final decision 
on whether to evacuate people 
from the area. 
Many factors determine how 
~~~~ateae:~Je the w:~ad fro~ 
which they would be removed. 
Wind direction, \\o-eather con-
ditions, the amount of spillage 
or leakage and the toxicity of 
the material all have to be 
consi.1ered, Piltz said. 
"Our general rule of thumb is 
that a 500-foot area surrounding 
the dangerous material would 
be evacuated immediate?-," 
Piltz said. "If we're deahng 
with a dangerous chemical like 
chlorine, then an area one-half 
mile on either side of the spill 
and two miles downwind from 
Ibe spill wOIlkl be evacuated. 
"We've estimated that any 
hazardous material disaster on 
the rails within the city limits 
would result in at least half of 
the city's population being 
removed," Piltz said. 
If the area to be evacuated 
does not include the SIU-C 
campus, many of the campus 
buildings would be used as 
shelters for the evacuated 
people, Piltz said. 
However ,if the campus had to 
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be evacuated, most people 
would have to be housed in 
neighboring communities, 
churches, schools, and just 
about anywhere else room 
could be found to house a 
multitude, Piltz said. 
The chances of a train 
derailing while traveling 
through Carbondale are very 
slim. according to Birch. The 
trains move through town at 
very slow speeds-anywhere 
from 10 to 35 mph, depending on 
what part of town the train is 
passing through. 
Birch said that most people 
fail to realize that the bulk of 
the derailments involving 
hazardous materials happen at 
extremely slow speeds and are 
not dangerous. 
According to U.s. En-
vironmental Protection Agency 
statistics, only three incidents 
involving hazardous materials 
have occurred in this area this 
year, and aU were min~ 
Jeff LangfeY:-- M'A 
spokesman. said that Southern 
Illinois had "a pretty clean 
record over the past few years 
involving hazardous 
materials." 
• Hair Shaping 
Call Sadi. or Janie. 
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Patten stressed the need for 
cooperation between the 
railroad and community 
!:~t~e~e~i:;~~ro~i::~a~~~ 
dous material disaster. tl.99 SPRITE.7-UP . 
COKE. TAB tift ~. . . 
"Any incident is an ex-
perience unto itself," Patten 
said. "But the more a com-
munity prepares itself-plans 
rescue and evacuation 
procedures-the better off they 
will be." ~ 
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,. The SpC Spirit t:ouncil is looking for an :: 
r-······sKI·COLORADO··········································1 : enthusiastic person to act as Chairperson It :: of this newly formed committee. The com- : It mittee will work with the SIU Cheerleaders ,. 
:: and Porn-Pan Squad and the Marching: 
It Salukis and Pep Band. As Chairperson : 
: of this committee you would assume the It ~ January 3-10 ~ 
~-r N'Jgbts lodging Meadow Ridge Resort ; :: duties of: : 
It It ~·6 Days at Winter Park. Mary Jane ~ :: -Programming both pre-game & half time :: E·52 Trails (Beginners to Experts) ; 
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The Student Programming Council.SPC-plons and schedules the 
maiority at the adivitie .. and entertainm.nt programs at SIU. SPC 
is made up at twelve committHS that are organized by students_. __ 
-Travel & Recreation 
·Student Center Programming 
-Special EvwIts 
-ExpNnive Arts 
-Fi ... Arts 
·Promotions 
·Films 
-Consorts 
• Video Programming 
-Videa Production 
-Spirit Council 
-New Horizons 
One of ...... committws Is ...... to interest you. so 
come on up to the third floor of the Student Cent. to 
the SPC office and get involv.d in prGgrGmming .... 
activities that entertain you, 
Alcoholic traces 'he COWIe 
'Free booze just kept flowing' 
By Tom Hogenseo 
Student Wi'Rr 
Take a look at yourself. Do 
vou head straight to your 
favorite tavern after school or 
work? Do you black out or lose 
your memory while drinking? 
Have you ever encountered 
problems with the police while 
drinking? 
If so, then you may be an 
alcoholic, says Bob Jones Inol 
his real n 'tme) , who spent three 
weeks drying out in an 
Alcoholics Anonymous 
~1fc:~lism is a disease," 
Jones said. "According to the 
AA. once an alcoholic always an 
alcoholic, even if you never 
again take another drink." 
Jones, 24, who says he hasn't 
had a drink since lasl 
December, suffered severe 
psycholgical pains from alcol'.ol 
withdrawal. 
"I felt strange without a drink 
in my hand," he said. "hecause 
I was using alcohol as a crutch. 
It was easy for me to talk to 
girls when I was high on 
martinis." 
Like many alcoholics, Jones 
was involved in scrapes with 
the law. 
"I was arrested for drunken 
driving three times in six 
months." Jones said. "Finally, 
mv license was revoked after 
the third time:' 
Jones say" he refused to 
bt'lieve he bad a problem, even 
after his fr~uenl arrests. 
"I d idn'lthink it was so bad to 
smash my car," Jones said. ". 
had an excuse; I was drunk. 
People would laugh at the 
things I did when I was drunk. I 
fell that the alcohol made me a 
more acceptable person." 
Jones traces the roots of his 
alcoholism back to the faU of 
1975, when he was an lS-year-
old freshman at Marquette 
University. 
"During orienta lion week, a 
major Milwaukee brewery 
fr~h~~ ~ou~eclr~.~ ~ 
booze d'ust kept flowing, and 
natura y, due to peer pressure, 
I just kept on dnnking." 
Jones now declares the 
brewery acted irresponsibly. 
"They should have educated 
us on the abuses of alcohol 
instead of pouring it down our 
throats." he says. 
Jones returned to the Chicago 
area after graduating from 
Marquette in 19lk). However.he 
was not able to leave his 
alcoholism behind. 
"I found a job, bought a car 
and moved back with my 
mother," Jones said. "But I stiD 
couldn't shake my drinking 
habits. After work I'd go 
straight to the neighborhood 
bar and drink all night. At 
closing time the bouncers would 
throw me out. I was always too 
drunk to walk home, so I was 
forced to drive." 
Jones said the breaking point 
came when he drove his car into 
a telephone pole. At the request 
of his mother, Jones decided to 
enter the AA program in 
December 1980. 
"Iwentthereexpecting to see 
a bunch of moaning, sweating 
and shaking people," Jones 
said. "I thought they'd be 
screaming from Withdrawal 
pains. Needless to say, I was 
very scared." 
However, the meeting wasn't 
~is~O:!r.lum that Jones en-
"They didn't strap us to our 
beds and pump us full of 
drugs," he said. "They made us 
get together in groups and talk 
out our problems. I found it 
hard to talk about drinking 
before. because I didn't think I 
hada problem. But the therapy 
made me realize that I did have 
a serious problem, and it 
needed to be corrected." 
The AA program proved to be 
beneficial in more ways than 
one. In addition to giving up 
alcohol, Jones is dating a girl he 
met in his therapy group. 
"This sounds like a fairy 
tale," Jones said with a gleam 
in his eye. "You know, the stuff 
about ending up happily ever 
after. But I like it. My girl 
friend and I don't go to bars 
much. We do normal stuff like 
going to the movies and playing 
tennis." 
Alton's Bunny game is dn--maybe 
ALTON (AP) .- The Ex-
change Club of Alton has finally 
received approval of a softbaB 
game with the St. Louis 
Playboy Club Blmnies to raise 
money to buy buUet-proof vests 
for the city police department. 
But it took some doing before 
the deta ils of the game could be 
worked out. according to Ex-
change Club spokesman Tom 
Dehner. 
Dehner had originally sought 
to arrange a benefit basketbaD 
game, but was rebuffed when 
area school officials denied use 
of their gymnasiums. A BlDIker 
Hill priest. the Rev. Casimir F. 
Gierut. finany deRated the. 
basketban game and Is said to 
be trying to cd a foul m the 
softbaD pJans. 
Dehner says Gierut claims 
such a game would have a 
be's Apple A •• Hi. 
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harmful effect on the moral 
fiber of the area's youth. 
The game is scheduled to be 
played Sept. 13 at Gordon 
Moore Park in Alton, 
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Cotnpus office goal is to see 
that veterans oren't forgotten 
~ ffU,..°Y"?·-
~.., ...... AI.",J IIf.II~Y 
800 NOItTH ItIEN~ItO • CAIt.ONDALIE. ILLINOI. 
We are making these newspapers 
available far newsstand sale and 
home delivery with in the city 
limits of Carbondale. 
By Jalle G.adapoll 
SUlf( Writer 
The main goaloftheOffice of 
Veteran's Affairs is "to get 
veterans to use the benefits to 
which they are entitled," ac-
cording to OVA director 
Morgan Ruph, a veteran 
himself. 
The off"lce, which is funded by 
Veterans' Cost of Instruction 
Program and administered by 
the U.S. Department of 
Education. was reestablished in 
1977. Ruphsaid. An office which 
had been established in 1973 
cloSed in 1974, after the federal 
grant that supported it was 
withdrawn. 
The benefits of which Ruph 
spoke are educational benefits 
guaranteed by legislation 
passed in the early 19705. The 
benefits are designed to help 
Vietnam veterans at higher 
education institutions made a 
smoother transition back to 
society, 'he said. 
Ruph said the legislation 
stipulates that institutions must 
maintain a full-time Office of 
Veterans' Affairs. staffed by 
qualified Vietnam veterans; 
conduct outreach and 
recruitment programs to in-
form veterans of their 
educational opportunitieS, and 
provide tutorial assistance and 
remedial programs for students 
with academic problems. 
The institutions must also 
provide or coordinate coun-
seling services. such as per-
sonal. academic or vocational 
counseling. and provide ser-
vices to educated academically 
disadvantaged veterans. those 
who left the service without a 
high school diploma or ~ED. 
Rupb said the office also 
published .. monthly newsletter 
to inform veterans about events 
going on around campus and 
about legislation or proposed 
legislation that might affect 
them. 
In addition, OVA sends mail 
to recently discharged 
veterans, said Perry Murry, a 
veteran. who consels fellow 
veterans and edits the 
newsletter. 
Because of the effort to remedial programs in basic 
contact veteram persmaDy, skiDs, he said. 
Murry said, the off"lce receives Nationwide. OVA recently 
a lot of feedback from veterans. fought for its survival-and 
Rupia said 15 to 20 percent of won. 
those contacted respond, while Former President Carter 
a 10 percent response rate is "started the baD roBing," Ruph 
usuaRy considered good. Also, said, when be recommended to 
OVA sends follow-up mail to Congress in his last budget 
non-responders four to six message that the program be 
weeks after the initial mailing, rescinded after June 30. 
he said. President Reagan was 
An office staffed with elected on a "cut government 
veterans is necessary. Ruph spending platform:' Ruph said, 
said, because "veterans have a so "we saw it coming. It just 
set of needs that need to be came a little sooner that we 
addressed by people who have thought it woold." 
been there and can identify with But doomsday has not arrived 
these needs themselves.' for the OVA. At best, it wiD 
Veterans can identify with the never come. At worst, it has 
problems of other veterans been delayed. 
better than clln a person who is Ruph said members of 
a non-veteran." various veterans programs 
A veterans' office is just as throughout the country and the 
important to veterans as ser- veterans they serve wrote 
vices for women, handicapped letters to Congressmen and 
and international students are worked with organizations. As a 
to those they serve. be said. result. the OVA program wiD be 
Without OVA, he added, federally f~.mded for another 
''veterans would get lost in the year, he said. 
mazeofstudents." He also said, However, the program 
"If we weren't here there received only $6 million for the 
wouldn't be a conce~trated year. while it was initially 
effort to attract veterans to supposed to receive $12 million, 
SIU-C." he said. 
"We have an aggressive and 
successful outreach program," Congress is currently "ex-
he said. The national rate of ploring the possibility" of 
decline in veteran enroDment is funding the program for an 
about18percent,andatSIU-C it additional three years, he said, 
is 3 percent, according to Ruph. and may be announcing 
The office is staffed by two something concerning this issue 
fuB-time administrators, me very soon. 
civil service employee and 11 
student workers. If federal funding had not 
Throu~ tri-monthly listings been available this year, Ruph 
provided by Veterans' Affairs, said. the office would no longer 
the office receives the names of exist. 
about 2,500 to 3,000 recently 
t~ii.':i~ege v=~~h~v~lh!: 
J'e('eives another monthly list 01 
those veterans in IUioois who 
don'thave high school diplomas 
or GEDs. Ruph said usually 
about 150 names are on this list, 
OVA can help veterans 
receive GEDs by referring 
them to their county superin-
tendent of education, who is in 
charge of administering the 
test. he said. The office also 
refers veterans unprepared for 
the test to agencies ~t offer' 
'\1 think we get a lot of lip 
service" from adminiBtratars, 
Murry said, When he asked 
Bruce Swinburne, vice 
president for student affairs, 
whether plans had been made to 
continue the service if federal 
funding was cut off, Swinburne 
said several avenues were 
being explored, according to 
Murry, 
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Stop in at Booby's 
for a great bargain 
for lunch and dinn.er 
Appearing this .Friday and 
Saturday at The Club ... 
David and The Happenings 
(NO COVER) 
REBOUND HOUR -~ 
(Happy Hour Prices) • I 
11 pm-1 am Sun-Wed I 
SUBMARINE SAfCMlCHES I 
406 S. Illinois I 
~06 S.llIinois 
. ~57-5551 
35~OFF i 
any sub at Booby's I 
$3,00 min,·~ deliwry I 
Good 8/26-9/2/81 • 
-----------~~ 
Pi(:k-up these latest releases 
on Records & Tapes 
8 [iJ[)J,~-~-~ luG Newtan . . lheDtrt-
'--~.&....;;;;.;... ...... 
...,,... 
cGf!J1Cl 
.....•. . I8f • 
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8 Campus Safety: Information 
THE NIGHT SAFETY BUS FOR UNIV. MEN & WOMEN 
To serve members of the University community who are concerned about their 
personal safety. A University bus will be traveling a specific route around the 
outer fringes of campus (see mop enclosed for route and ~tops). There IS no 
Charge for this service. 
Houq of Openitlon 
Beginning November 2nd and running through Dec. 18. The Night Safety 
Bus will operate Monday through Thursdoy·8pm.midnight. with the exception 
of Monday Nov. 23 through Thursday Nov. 26th. The bus trovels a specific 
route. Stops are made at areas designated by Night Safety Bus Signs. 
~ THE WOMEN'S SAFETY TRANSIT 
To serve individual University women who are traveling alone to and from education. 
01 activities. A university Iransit cor will be dispatched upon request to provide 
transportation. Phone: 453·2212. There is no charge for Ihis servic~. 
O..-ratlonal Limits 
Ridership 
~mited to women asso~ioled with the Univ.;rslty. They are: students, 
stoff. laculty, and spouses with spouse cords, Spouse cords may be obtained 
through the Dean lor Student ServIces Office. Woody Hall. B Wing. Phone: 453. 
2378. PRIORITV SHAll BE GIVEN TO WOMEN TRAVELING ALONE OR WITH IN. 
FANT CHILDREN. Educational activities 01 Southern Illinois University at Carbondale. 
0pent'10NI1 Houn 
Ge~raphlcal Limits: 
Carbondale. 
Houn The Women's Safety Transit will operate every Sunday through Friday with 
the exception af Friday Nov. 20. 1981 through Sunday Nov. 29th. and any 
other S.I.U scheduled break •• August 24· Oct. 23rd 8pm·12 
Oct. 25th- Dec: 17th 7pm-12 
There are many precautions that an individual can employ to prevent assault. 
The following are suggestions for a safer personal environment. 
In anti About Your Home 
I) When you move into a new place. change all 
oulside door locks to prevent former tenan.s 
Irom enlering wi.h old keys. Dead bolt locks that 
cannot be jimmied should be inS'alied. 
2) Install a chain lock secured~y long scr_s or 
a peephole to allow you to check identification 
betore odmiHing people. locks are not im. 
penetrable. but breaking them takes time and 
makes lots af noise, probably enough to 
discourage would·be intruders. or at least to 
allow you to get to the phone. 
3) If you have double doors. be sure to lock both 
of them, Otherwi~. when you open the inside 
door in response to a caller. you have removed 
your only barrier. 
4) Install a lock on any window that can be 
reae hed from the ground. There are also devices 
that limit how for windows con be opened. Place 
a specially mode lock in the trock, af .tiding 
doors 50 that they cannot be opened. 
5} Hove brightly lighted entrances and 
hallways, and bewore af places where attackers 
might hide. such os betw_n buildings or parked 
cars. and under stairways. 
6) Do not list your full name an the door or 
mailbox. Use only your first initial and lost 
nome, If you live alone. you may want ta list 
nonexistent housemates too. 
7) Keep shades ar:f curtains drown at night. as 
a potential assailant is mare likely to enter when 
you seem to be alone. 
8) Never let a stronger into your home, If 
someone comes to your door because af an ap-
parent emergency. offer to make the necessary 
call while helshe waits outside. If you are ex· 
pecting service persons. ask for identif~c~tion 
before admitting them. If you are SUSpICIOUS. 
have the person wait behind your locked door 
while you call .he company involved. or the 
police. 
9) When alone and answering 'he door. c0n-
sider yelling. ''1'11 get it" '0 an imaginary com-
panion. If you actually do have a companion. 
don" be overly secure. There is not much a 
spouse or anyone can do if .he person you 
opened the door ta has a weapon. 
to} When returning home. have your key ready 
before you get ta ,he door. If something seems 
amiss at your home. don't go in. Go som_here 
else (neighbors. phone booth) and call the 
police. 
O" .... StNe .. 
I} Act very confident and purposeful. 
'2) W_ clothing that allows you to move fost if 
you need to. Spike heels. platform shoes. clogs. 
and .ome sandals can make running almost im-
possible. .. . 
3} Don't ~top to "window shop, espetlQlly ~t 
night. look deliberate about your trovel. as tf 
you are expec.ed some place immediotely. 
4} Tak,' corc when using public restrooms 
alone. 
5) Pla~ YC Ol)-e, taking the most well· 
lighted. : pu ... od path possible. Be oware ~f 
sputs g '-~ .. " ~t \,ou :ould run '0 In 
n~ i. v,~,,,' ·,htWay Pat .... 
6) Avoid dark parking lots, empty parks, and 
other areas in your neighborhood where 
assailants might likely hide, Especially ovoid 
walking along bushes, olley entrances, garages, 
and places that you could be pulled or pushed in-
to. 
7) Be alert. listen and watch for people. look 
around and behind you when you have 
suspicions so that you can antiCipate problems. 
8} If a motorist asks for directions, stay away 
from the cor as you answer, and move away 
promptly thereafter. 
9} If you are followed by a car, 'urn the wrong 
way up a One-street (if possible) or just .urn 
around in your trocks (0 cor can't) and go for 
help. Don't lead the follower to your own home. 
10) If you are followed by someone on foot. try 
to head aff an encounter betore contact occurs. 
Ei .......... (but _." if r- con ....... it to a 
lighr.d _ busr place} or .... plor _ 0 ..... 
prevention measure before rou are restricted by 
the follower. 
, ........ c.r 
I) Before you enter 'he car. always check to 
see that no one is inside. 
2} lock all cor doors when you get out to in· 
sur. that it will remain empty. Do not keep 
spare keys hidden anywhere. Give them to a 
trusted friend. 
3) Don't pork you car in unlighted 01' deserted 
areas. Have your keys ready as you return, 
A) Keep your car in good repair and full af gas 
so that you will no. be mode vulnerable by a 
breakdown. 
5) Don't leave house. trunk, 01' other keys with 
car keys when having your car serviced. 
6) If your cor does break down. open the hood. 
get back in the car. and lock the doors. Do not 
get out or roll down windows if someone stOfKo 
Ask them to make a call fOl' you and give them a 
slip of paper with the necessary information on 
it through a small opening. If you go to a nearb~ 
residence. you may have to contend with dogs 
and the people inside. you may not be trustwor· 
thy or who may not trust you. 
7) If you poss a disabled cor and wish to help, 
don't get out af your cor. Drive to the nearest 
phone and call the police 01' sheriH's depar· 
tment. They can offer more assistance than you 
can. and wi'hout the risks. 
8) Avoid deserted routes. Take a _II-travele:ct 
route ta your destination. which. hopefully. IS 
well policed. Be a_re of places to go if a 
problem arises and help is- needed. 
9) You hove the riilht not to pick up ~khhiken. 
10) If you are followed. note .... cor and driver 
descriptions and drive to a police statton. all: ' 
night gas station. or o.her lighted. busy area. ~ 
not lead the followers to your home. and dDft ~~ 
speed up: that will only increase the dong.n. 
Ot!'ler Fssibilities include blasting your horn 
continually until you get aid or driying without 
lights at night in hopes tf1at the police will stop 
yo;'j) If a cor follow. you into your driveway. 
stay in the cor with the doors locked ond the 
windows up. Saund you horn repeatedly and 
await help, 
When Hltchhlkl,.. 
Hitchhiking should be .::onsidered the most 
dangerous situation in which a woman can place 
herself. When you get into the cor of a stranger, 
you have removed all barriers between you and 
the driver. You cannot now avoid a confron-
tation if one is initiated and you cannot easily 
leave the vehicle, You have narrowed your 
methods of protecting yourself to direct encoun-
ter toc.ics (verbal and physical) . or none at all. 
Generally speaking, this is not good enough. 
Nane.heless, no one is noive enough to believe 
thot knowing the VUlnerability at a hitchhiker 
will wipe out this mode of travel. FOI' WDmMt 
who insist that they must or will hitch. the best 
they ~on do is attempt to control .... conditions 
of the ,ides ther accept. 
I) The first rule on hitchhiking i_irs just not 
safe! But if you do ... 
2} Whenever possible. avoid hitchhiking by 
yourself or at night, 
3) Toke well-traveled routes. tf you accept a 
ride keep your window open. 50 that in case af 
attack you can be heard if you yell. . 
A) Tr~ to accept rides only with female drovers. 
however there are no guorantees tf1at this is 
safer. If you must ride with a male. never accept 
a ride with more than one or with a driver who 
mode a big fuss about stopping (U·turn, slam-
med on brakes.) 
5) Before you get into a cor, check the back 
sea' to see if anyone is there, and look for any 
beer or liquor boHles in the cor. Check the driver 
as well. Be sure he is fully dressed. and try to 
assess his intentions. Trust your intuition:don't 
ride if you are suspicious. 
6) Ask the driver where he is going before he 
asks you. Then ~ou need not. r~veal your 
destination, and he cannot say he is going where 
you are. even if he isn't. If you distrust th~ 
situation. you can always say that you oren t 
going that way-thanks anyway, 
7} Be certain there is a working door handle 
on the inside af the door where you would be 
riding. Don't get into the back seat of a two-door 
ca;i Don't take a ride that will drop y~ off in a 
deserted araa. Turn it down and walt for one 
that goes to a more convenient areas so you 
won't be stranded and fOl'ced to take the first 
ride thot comes along. 
9) If possible. know the route to your 
des'inotion 50 thot if the driver makes a wrong 
turn you will know it immediately. . 
10) It you ever must jump out of a moving car, 
. -be sure that no other cars are coming that might 
. 'run over you. Protect your head and keep your 
body curved so thot you will roll. rather th~n 
Krape. over the ground. Keep your arms. In 
close to you body to decrease the chances af In-
jury. 
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CAMPUS SA.ny 
.IIIOARD 
The campus satety f_ board is primarily 
NSpOfttible far advising the Vice President for 
Student Affairs an ..,. expenditure at ..,. cam-
pus safety .... The board reviews and evaluates 
the gaols. abi_tives. policies. and Mrviees 
provided through the use at this student f_. The 
board serves as a liaison between ..,. Vice 
President far Student Affairs and members at 
.... University community to represent and con-
vey the interests of ..,. various constituencies 
represen .... Infarmation cancerning ..,. cam-
pus safety f .. board may be abtained by contac. 
ling the Office at ..,. Vice President far Student 
Affairs. Anthony Hall. Roam 31 ... ar by calling 
63-2461. 
RAPI ACTION GO-OUT 
CoIl ..... Action If you have ...., ,..., or 
..... " anoultM. Itape Action Crisl. Go-Out 
, .... will provide frw. ze hour confidentfal. 
eIIIOtfonal support and Infannation. _ ... , _ 
~ • victim fhrouthout medical. idlce 
and ..... "..., .... _ ,..,.. ..... Infannation 
...... ~ry honing. and universitr and 
CllllllmUftitr re.ourcw Is also oval ...... Phone 
-.za.. 
WOMIN'S SIRVICIS 
Women's Services provides information. sup-. 
port and programs for women students who are 
making educational and personal decisions. In 
response to the problem at rape and sexual 
assault. Women's Services monitors the 
Women's Safety Transit System. Night Safety 
Ius. and .rightways Path. and _ are working 
towards providing a sater campus. 
Women's Services. in cooperation with the 
Rape Action and Education Committees at the 
Carbondale Women's Center. and SIU Security 
Police. offer educ:aitanal provro_ ""oueh 
group discussions and workshops on many 
aspects at rape. Programs may include rape 
prevention, developing a defense con-
sciousness. myths and fallacies about rape. rape 
culture. treatment at a victim. etc. These 
programs are available to classes. dorms, and 
other on-and-off campus groups. For more in· 
farmation about these and other progrmas, con-
tact the oft ice at Woody Hall. Wing B. Room 244 
or call 453·3655. 
SIU SICURITY POLICI 
The SIU·' Police deftartment offers programs 
in sexual assault prvention. These programs are 
designed to educate the public in actions in-
dividuals may take to protect themselves from 
assault. The Mssions also include information on 
what the victims of sexual assault may expect as 
a result of reporting the incident to the poliee. 
Films are also available far these presentations. 
For information or assistance call 453-2381 . 
..... -,~ 
II ACCESSIBLE TO ALL. The Night Safety Bus has a lift. 
j 
.. 
j 
• .......... C!) 
......... 
o 
1 ...... 1-' 
BUS ROUTE __ _ 
... , ...... 
Brightway Path- Red 
* STOP • Have you read the suggested 
precautions on the previous page' 
If not, go back and read them. They 
are Important for your own protectlonl 
"'-t ... H .... 
THE BRIGHTWAY PATH 
PurpoIe: 
1, To ................ _ rout •• r0un4 C8ftItHM 
to .... p ........ , ....... ty of ..... 'rl.ns. at. I. 
the ..... popu .. , ...... I •. ',... ... rout •• 1hroutIh 
__ of the ....... , .. , ~'h. the Security OHIce GIl 
COftCeft ...... nl"" ..-tre" .... the ... I ...... y. 
2, Ihl. rou' ... 1_, ........... which will lie 
c ..... of __ .. Ice .. th.t 1 ... 1.1 ....... with 
tll.WII,I .. will ..... ___ to COIIIpW _lItll ..... 
If you .... lI.h, ou,. report I, '0 the Physlcol 
"'n' ....... ~,., .'3-4171. 
UII YOU." DlflNlI· YOU. COMMON IINSI 
Women's Safety Transit 
For Rides Call: 453-2212 
1 
f 
you ................ for 
yourown .... ty. , ... 
..."Ic .. prow ...... "y t ... . 
un.verslty ..... upp ...... nfs 
to yOur ...... " ...... . 
.... ty ...... utlons. 
.wi,": 
SIV.c arcueologls& Eraes& May stands III .... 1-
_peel depressi ...... Iran M ... tam near CoWen. 
Cobden's past includes 
pre-historic chert mines 
By Vnivenky News Service 
It would surprise folts around 
Cobden to hear Ernest E. 
"Pete" May describe the tiny 
So .... bern Illinois town as the 
"Pittsbul'Ith of the Midwest." 
other areas of Union and 
Alexander counties appear to • 
have been highly skilled ~ 
(, raftsmen, as well as astute 
capitalists," said May. r. ~. 
After aD, Cobden (about 15 
miles south of Carbondale) is 
best known fC'r the delicious 
apples and peaches its orchards 
send to aD parts of the nation. 
An industrial mecca it isn't. 
But. several thousaod years 
ago thinls were different 
alound CObden, acc:ordiDa &0 
May. eurator of the sfU-e 
Center for ArchaeotOlieal 
r:lvestigations and a lead in, 
authority on pre-historic chert 
mining m SouthErn IDinois. 
Chert-a compact rock con-
sisting mostly of micro-
crystalline quartz-was as 
vallable as gold to many ..-e-
historic people. 
"The pre-bistoric Indians who 
lived around Cobden and in 
"When they came to the 
realization that they were 
sitting on a veritable gold mine 
in the form of the chert that 
underlies these hills, they began 
utilizing that resource to their 
best advantage." 
Chert is hard. yet ean be 
shaped into a wide variety of 
toafs and ornamental pieces. 
Pre-biatoric Indians uaed the 
tools for .... uIure. huntinl, 
aod as ceremoaial ornaments. 
"Cobden chert is very hip 
quality. companble to tbe high-
grade flint mined in Dover. 
England. Kaolin chert from 
Cobden and MiD Creek ehert 
from soutb Union and nortb 
Alexander counties. while not 
as high quality as Cobden chert, 
See CHERT P.p Z7 
All the Crab Legs 
you can eat for 
only $9.95 
Friday & Saturday 5-11 p.m. 
Pizza deli".red in Murphysboro 5-12 p.m. daily 
The County Seat Restaurant 
917 Chestnut Murphysboro 
JIN'S BAR-B-O 
~ The finest aar-8-Q ribs. 
~'~'. ~...::~:;:t-We also serve fresh Egg Rolls - 754 W. also have Fried "c:lI'1T",".!::_",,:~ OPEN I_W •• 'n , ....... 
,. .... 22 
-.G .. YOUIt S1\aNf 
I.D. ANOGiTOUII 
STUDENT DISCOUNT CARD. 
ITENTffiES YOU TOA 
10" DtSCOUNTONFtLM. 
IAT18IIE5. MPBl 0IBM51W'I' 
ANO MOUNTING 3UI'I'IIES. 
DICOIt PHOTO 
1400W. MAIN IT 
ca .... AU 
S"'~2 
SINCE 1876 
I ••••• T_ ...... 
..... ,. .. W .. ··--
For one mysterious hour in the 
course of the evening, ALL mixed drinks 254. 
Playing your 
favorite 
tunes by 
request. 
Sherlock Holmes ! 
Glltc:erllllc:ates"-- "Y _. , 
to be given away 
compliments 01 DrawIngs for mysterIOUS gIfts. record 
gl.,.~.and 
weekend posses 
CJreallporf 
~CWDIS 
Murda'. Shopping Center. 
of,he evenIng. 
Old 13 Carbondale 
Pomona General 
Store 
Tak. an oI~fashioned country 
dri". to the forest. W. are near 
Alto the Natural Bridge and Little Grand 
Pan Canyon. 
Join us at the sada-fountoin for 
some old-time goodi ... W. have 
natural foods. fruit juices. picnic 
supplies. herbs ond the lEST sand-
wiches in town. 
Or just come a~ visit. 
-----~~--- - ~ -
.... .. .. _ .......... If .......... • .... ,. .............. ,. ............. • 
he American Tap 
PRESENTS 
B.arIaY 
All Day Ie Night 
WITH 
al~ 
DIIA'TS 
'1~ ••• I.IIA.'" 
. , •• '1 ....... C_·· 
;a,....,...,_-. . ...,..------.-..~ 61~ '._·D.N.ILS 
.:~ ~ : 6., .... IIAII·. " 
eRn.. -
&aaa~~aaam~aaDmaD 
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CHERT from Page 26 in Union County indicate a degree of mining sophistication 
that pre-historic man in the 
New World hadn't been credited 
with heretofore." 
They traded the implements 
and chert blanks with outsiders 
who probably traveled up MiD 
Creek from the Cache and Ohio 
rivers and Clear Creek from the 
MiSsissippi, as well as 
overland. 
immediately adjacent to a 
number of chert mines in the 
surroundung bills. 
was mined and used extensively 
~ap~e-historic people," said 
"~ieces of Kaolin and Mill 
Creek chert and tools fashioned 
from the chert have been found 
aD over the Midwest, some as 
far away as northern Min· 
nesota." 
Evidence of mining 
operations stretching from 
CObden south ... 00 Alexander 
County indicate the Indian 
residents may have been ex-
ploiting Kaolin and Mill Creek 
chert as far back as 10,000 B.C. 
and actively mining it as early 
as 1000 B.C., according to May. 
"The sophistication of their 
mining methods woukl surprise 
some modern.y engineers. 
We've found a number of open-
cast mines, as well as mmes 
with shafts and underground 
gaDeries," he said. 
"Min"'g technology hasn't 
progressed a great deal beyond 
that, except in its em-
bellishment., up to the p~t. 
The shaft-galleried chert mmes 
In addition to being highly 
skilled miners, the pre-historic 
inhabitants of union and 
Alexander counties also appear 
to have known a good bit about 
tool-making and marketing. 
Apparently they carried the 
chert from mine sites to central 
processing areas, where they 
fashioned stone hoes, other 
blade instruments, knives, 
arrowheads and ceremonial 
ornaments. 
One site near Mill Creek in 
northernmost Alexander 
County includes considerable 
archaeological evidence to 
su~~ t~ ~:s·site, after a 
contemporary family who once 
lived there, it consists of a 
three-tiered, tnmcated mound 
used as a processing and 
redistribution center. The site is 
TUllY TOO 
lIS COMING TO THE 
_CAMlPUII 
-oad. if I had a TUBBY TOO cal·d I wouldn't 
have to ask yCMI for money.-
Now. Automatic Banking is coming 
to the SIU campus in the Student Center! 
The University Bank of Carbondale first 
introduced 24 hour banking 
• 
to Carbondale and is now going on campus 
for added customer convenience. 
Sign .up now and use TUBBY 24 hours a day 
and TU8J;1V TOO at the Student Center. 
The Hale site is the only pre-
historic palisaded villa. in the 
upland area, according to May. 
Most fortified villages were 
built in floodplains. 
Another processing center, 
the so-called Linn-Heilig site, 
lies west of the Union-
Alexander mines in the 
Mississippi floodplain. Hcovers 
22 acres and has more than 100 
house depressions and seven 
truncated mounds. 
miversity txJri< d corrolCble ....... - ............ 
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Lasers probing quake causes 
WASHINGTON (AP)-Using ploration that by bouncing The others are from France, 
American sateUites, radio signals off satellites they could West Germany, the 
signals from deep spaee and measure within 10 to 20 feet the Netherlands, Switzerland. 
laser reflectors left on the moon distance on earth between two Spain. Sweden, Australia, New 
by astronauts. geophysicists points thousands of miles aparL Zealand, Venezuela and 
from 11 nations have laWlched a The National Aeronautics and Canada. . 
five-year program to develop a Space Administration recently Using fixed and mobile 
reliable way to predict ear- named 56 investigators from 11 stations, they will bounce laser 
thquakes. countries to plan the project beams off the Lageos satellite, 
Project officials emphasized and inll!rpret the data. Forty- 3.600 miles high. and off 
Tuesday that they do not expect t!:Q are from ~e United States. reflectors left on lb. e m. ODd • 
such forecasts during the.' • 'IIL _J&... .1111 J&. ..... ,planned life of the $100-$ISO . • .. ~ ... ~ ,. ~. 
million effort and said these 
could be a couple of decades 
a,,!~is study will improve our 
understanding of the dynamic 
behavior of the earth and 
earthquake mechanisms," said 
Gilbert Mead. who heads the 
project at the Goddard Space 
Flight Centel'. 
The project is concentrating 
on eartbquake-prone areas ~r 
California and Alaska and 15 
expected to extend to Mexico, 
. South America. the Caribbean, 
Australia. New Zealand and 
parts of Europe. 
Mead said the project will use 
space technology to make 
hChly accurate measurements 
of the relative motion of the 
globe's tectonic plates and how 
these movements distort the 
earth's crust and create 
stresses that can cause ear-
thquakes. 
He said geophysicists learned 
in the early (lays of space ex-
-fi4ctivities-
Wednesday; Aug. 26 . 
Dlinois Painters III exhibit. 10 
a.m.-4 p.m .• Faner North 
GaDery. 
Dlinois Painters III exhibit. 10 
a.m.-3 p.m .• MitclleU Gallery. 
Newman Center film. "Fiddler 
011 the Roof." 7:30 p.m..tO:3O 
p.m.. Student Center 
Auditoriwn. 
IMMRRI Research Advisory 
COllllcil meeting. 8 a.m.·5 p.m .• 
Student Center Ballroom C. 
Society for Advan~ment of 
Management meeting. 7-10 
p.m.. Student Center 
Mississippi Room. 
Harper Angel Flight meeting. 
5·10 p.m.. Student Center 
Mackinaw Room. 
Lilestyling meeting. 11 a.m.-
nOOD. Stuaent Center Iroquois 
Room. 
Sigma Chi Alpha meeting. 8-11 
p.m .• Student Center Iroquois 
Room. 
VESGA meeting. 11:45 a.m.-
1:30 p.m .• Student Center Troy 
Room. 
Meditation Fellowship 
:~:~gcen~~3~~~ty ~ 
A. 
American Marketiftg 
Auociation meeting. 3-5 p.m., 
Student Center Activity RooIn 
B. 
Egyptian Knights Chell Club 
~:C-AcJ;i~ t:m ~.tudeot 
Society for Creative 
Anachronism meetiag. 7-10 
~ t~t Center Activity 
r::----, 115% off I I an.v purchase I 
L!!'.!!'~!.".f!!'_J 
These are just 
two of the finest 
watch values today. 
All the rest come 
from Pulsar, too. 
ladies and 
mens watches 
Pulsar- Quortz 
Always a beat beyond. In technology. In value. 
DAVIDS 
Mo ..... t 11-. IN S. IlIInoi. 
lelwood Staltl •• 
Horsebackrlcllng & Trail •• ntlng 
Monday-Saturday 90.m.-5p.m. 
Sunday 12p.m.-5p.m. 
.. ".i-
Stabl.located 4'1a mil.s south of 
Carbondal. oH of Old Hwy. 51 
46 scientific 
functions at your 
fingertips 
SPECIAL 
$24.95 
MODEL EL·506S 
E..,. Full-Featured Scientific Calculator with 
Built-In Statistics Functions 
• Some of the 46 sCientific functions performed 
at the touch of a key are: hyperbolic (SlOh. 
COSh. tanh) and their inverses: trlgonometnc 
(Sin, cos. tan) and their ,nverses: rectangulari 
polar coordinate converSions: exponential 
(base 10 and base e, and their inverses 
(logarithms): power (y') and its inverse ("x root 
of yO); factorial In!). mean. sum, and standard 
deviation. 
• 3 levels of parentheses with up to 4 pending 
operations. 
• Scientific notation (8-digit mantissa. 2-digit 
ellponent). 
• Comes in its own attractive wallet 
•
uftive"il 00.' STUDENT CENTER 
For further information about 
Anal' ROTC, visit the Dept. of 
Army MUitary Science in Bldl. T-40. 
located between Faner Hall &. 
Morris Library or call us 
at 451 .. 5786. 
549-4521 aU-CAN .. NOIIIN~ucnONS 10 PRINTER, Pkase ~ d~ name an<! addre.s<>floc:al Profew.r<>fMilimy ~ and POSI11ON 
UNDER LAST PARAGRAPHOF BODY COPY Seton 100p"'nrGoudyOldsryle.or<qwvaJau.alicaps. rouow .. mplttb5tJle: Located in.ide 
Book Wortd 823 S. III. 
. ~ 
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ATa.EMSON, 
SEE MAJOR BEN SMITH. 
ROOMm. 
OJLl.1MBIA HAll 
Graduate students to meet .Sunday 
An orientation for beginning 
and continuing graduate and 
professional students will be 
held from 2 to 5 p.m. Sl.I1day in 
the Gallery Lounge and 
Ballrooms A and B of the 
Student Center. 
The orientation. sponsored by 
the Graduate School and the 
Graduate School Council. will 
aDowgramaate and professional 
studenls to meet studenls from 
other departments. ad-
ministratcrs and community 
members. 
Graduate and professional 
students also will be able to 
learn about community and 
student services available to 
them and about opportunities 
for financial support of 
professional development. 
according to John S. Jackson. 
acting dean of the Graduate 
School. 
Jackson said Ihe orientation 
will be an "opportunity to 
provide some sense of com-
munity for graduate students," 
and wiD be an informal social 
and educational experience 
giving the students a "sense fI 
direction." 
"We wut to kick off the year 
and get it off on the right 
footing." Jackson said. "The 
on-going graduate students can 
impart some of their knowledae 
to the new students and help 
them learn the ropes." 
President Albert Somit and 
John C. Guyon, acting vice 
president for academic affairs 
and research. will give 
welcoming speeches, Jackson 
said. 
About 25 community and 
campus organizations. in-
c1udmg the Carbondale 
Chamber of Commerce, the 
SIU-C Office of Veterans' Af-
fairs and the Black Graduate 
Student Association. will have 
representatives attending the 
onentation. 
Slides and films about the 
University and Southern Illinois 
will be presented. 
HA •• A.~ 
Tonight 
Our Prescription For A Good Time 
L 
R&D 
... Up from former 
MenlMnof: 
LutMo- AII'-'o -..ct ...... Roe. land. 
Dub Tu_.ManIIct. Coal Kit ..... 
pootc. The"-- Ducb 
• 16 oz Drafts 70~ 
To further 'ncrease Our Service 
We Have Moved 
Carbondale Trophy Co. Is Now 
Located at 118 N. Illinois 
60% OFF Catalogue Price 
To All Stuelent Organizations 
FREE Carbondale Trophy Co. Caps 
To The lit ZS Student CUitomen 
.w. Are ...... &....... .1.000 Sq. Ft. Showl'OOl'ft 
.1eautih·1 Glaa .'Mugs 
. E""ravine 
............ ii._.> 
.. ~~~.~ 
... c.n ...... y .... 
............ 
.'enSets&~ 
.R .. ilver and Revold Plating 
(Buff off old engraving and replaC. 
with new gold or silver plating) 
CARB01VDALE TROPHl' CO~ 
Mafl';;acturer/Designerof Fine Trophys, 
11111. 
-EIITMII 241r . ..,ice 
Plaques & Awards Monday-Friday 9 to 6 
111 N. IIlInoi. Ava. 457-1441 Saturday 9 to 5 
Ifeod/ng ,he Dolly Egyptian 
fR~. 
PEPSI 
WHILE YOU 
SHOP! 
~~~E s== 
-.. -~~ lO4CA8lE FM/600 AM 
REMOTE 
BROADCAST 
TODAY! 
OP£N 
TONID 
·ta 
a 
• • 
.. =~,:::y. 
536-332" STUDENT CENTER 
• 
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Continuing educati.on sponsors 
progrolDS for riding, writing 
Motorcycle riding. solar 
energy and wilderness training 
are included among the topics 
of conferences announced 
tentatively for September and 
October by the Division of 
Continuing Education. In-
formation is available from the 
Division of Continuing 
Education. Washington Square 
C.536-1i51. 
Teachers of grades K-12 wiD 
learn how to help students 
better understand solar energy 
in "Solar Energy-In Your 
Future and in Your Classroom" 
Oct. 2-4. A $45 fee covers 
materials and room and board 
at the Touch of Nature En-
vironmental Center. 
The Mid-America College 
Health AsSOCiation (MACHA) 
meeting will be Oct. 15-16. 
Medical professionals. most 
fromSIU-C. wiUspeakon topics 
ranging from the treatment of 
skin problems to sex bias in 
gaugmg alcohol abuse. 
Registration fee for students is 
$5; for MACHA members. $10; 
others. $15. 
Six free courses teaching 
motorcycle riding techniques 
will be offered for novice 
motorcyclists and riders who 
have ridden no more than 10.000 
miles. Classes will be in Marion 
Sept. 1-12 and 15-26; and at 
the SIU-C Safety Center. Sept. 
14-25 and 15-26. Sept. 28 
through Oct. 9 and Sept. 29 
• through Oct. 10. 
"Teaching Technical 
Writing." Oct. 16-17. will give 
teachers an opportunity to 
discuss writing style. graphics 
and word processors. Several 
papers on technical com-
munication will be presented. A 
535 fee will include two lunches 
and a buffalo tro. 
Foresters will discuss how 
computers and computer 
programs are used to measure 
and inventory trees during the 
Conference for Midwest 
Mensurationists at Lake 
Barkley Park in Cadiz. Ky .• 
Sept. 9-10. SIU-C's Charles 
Myers is one of two moderators. T!~~~~~~ lea:e:~~! 
1980 slayinR suspect may be returned 
SALEM (AP) -- A Marion 
County murder suspect may be 
returned to Southern Illinois 
within a month to face trial on 
charges stemmmg from a Jan. 
25. 1980 murder. 
William John Posey Jr., 37. 
was found guilty of kidnapping 
charges Monday in federal 
court in Burlington. VL 
A battle over suppression of 
evidence linked to the lDinois 
murder of Judith Ann Bishop, 
37. of Fairfield. has been waged 
this year in the Illinois 5th 
District Court of Appeals in 
Mount Vernon. 
Mrs. Bishop was last seen 
alive Jan. 25 as she left the Best 
Western Inn in Mt. Vernon with 
a man filting Posey's 
description. Her body. 
strangled with her own pan-
tyhose, was found several days 
later in Marion County. 
.. 
After senlencing, Posey will be 
returned to Marion County 
where he will be held under 
$500.000 bond. according to 
authorities in Salem. 
Fr .. you .... 1f From The 
Tyranny of the Automoltlle 
SCHWINN 
TREK 
3110 S.III C'O ""2 
Shop with the S.I.U Cycl. Team Sponsors 
Where all the Stoft are Cyclists 
4-Pap 30. Daily EIYJIlIm. Auaust 26, I.... !.' 
use their skills in the wilderness 
in the EMT Wilderness 
Training program at Touch of 
Nature Oct. 19 through Dec. 16. 
r::!e~~rac~:~rb10~~~rn~~~ 
National Recertification. 
Classes will meet Mondays and 
Wednesdays from 6 to 9 p.m. 
The fee is 595. plus a 520 deposit. 
The Outdoor Biology In-
structional Strategies 
Workshop for Teachers will be 
offered Oct. 23-25. City lots. 
local parks and neighborhood 
streams and ponds.will be used 
as classrooms for lessons in 
ecology. Activities can be used 
to instruct youngsters 10 to 15 
years old. 
The Council of Government-
Industry-Labor-Education will 
sponsor a conference entitled 
"Exploring Government-
Industry-Labor-Education 
Partnership" Oct. 26-21. Teams 
of lawmakers. researchers and 
business labor leaders will 
discuss how the "partnership 
formula" would work in 
Southern lDinois~economy. 
w. Urge you to 
SHOP & COMPARE 
WI PAY MOllE for 
CLA ...... 
Anvthing of Gold 
or Silver 
I_n br,,"'" jewelry) 
J&JColns 
.23 S. III~ . 4~7-"31 
1010 fost Main 
Carbondale. III. 
r--------------=---------- ----.. -----. 
Can 
You Draw 
This? 
-------(A STRAIGHT LlNE)-------
Yes?_ No?_ Maybe?_ 
Whether you prefer drawing lines. sketching. or pointing 
we have an of the materials you'" need. 
We carry a wide variety of art supplies. 
You can find everything from pencils and brushes to 
pastels and points right here. 
And it's dn brand name merchandise nke: Grumbacher. 
Winsor & Newton. PeRkan. and more. 
We also give an 10,. discount to S.l.U. students. 
BROWN 
BAG IT .... 
American Heritage Dictionary 
New Callege Edition 
Plain or Thumb Indexed 
$2.00 off regular price 
Two Packet SIU Folder 
Laminated 
This week only 
SAVE1~ 
Spiral Notebook 
National 133-345 
70 sheats 
Special". 
BRO 
BACIT 
AND SAVE! 
UNIVERSITY 
BOOK STORE 
aTUDENT CENTER 
Used fextsar. priced 25% 
Low. than new any day of 
the,.,1 SAVE ••• 8uyused! 
Sanford Hi·liter 
Regular .. 94 
This week only 
3/$1.00 
Argus Posters 
Regular $1.25 each 
5/$5.00 this week 
AND SAVB ••••••• , • 
Open special hours this week 
Free Pepsi whil. you shop un ·ye"ily-It •• ,I.,e 
836-3321 STUDENT CENTER 1>" 
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Campus has its own diploma 'mill' ~************ .. ****** .. *************~ : The SPC Spirit Council is looking : 
: for an enthusiastic person to act as : 
By La.ra W. 
Stllllent Wriler 
After all those sleepless 
nighlS toearn a degree. what do 
studenlS get to compensate for 
the many hours of agony? A 
new pair of eye glasses that 
they never needed before? 
Wen. maybe. But what they 
are reany working for is that 
piece of paper called a coUege 
diploma that actually ca.ts onlv 
a dollar. These rewards are 
prio lied up in massive quantities 
at the Printing and Duplicating 
Service at the Phvsical Plant. 
The printing serVice is a part 
of Campus Service Enterprises 
and is responsible for all of the 
University's printing. Besides 
prioting diplomas. these shops 
also produce telephone 
directories. commencement 
programs and textbooks. 
Two stages are involved in 
the diploma printing process, 
according to Superintendent of 
Printing and Duplicating, 
Harold Braswell. 
After admissions and records 
supples the print shop with the 
names and majors of 
graduates-to-be. masters are 
printed on an offset press. 
StudenlS have a choice of four 
variations in print formal The 
most popular style is the Latin 
version. which most students 
find more attractive and of-
ficial-looking than the plain-
lettered diplomas. 
The choice of four print 
formats makes the printing 
process an expensive venture. 
Braswen said, because masters 
must be printed of all four 
labor Day mail 
delivery curtailed 
The Carbondale Post Office 
will operate on a holiday 
schedule Labot' Day. Mooday. 
·-_r.7. 
tbere will be no regular 
residential or business mail 
deliveries. and usual pea office 
lobby services will not be 
available, with the exception of 
Iockbox service, according to 
postmaster Hubert L. Goforth. 
Schedules for mail pick-up 
from collection boxes will be 
posted on individual boxes, or 
may be determined by calling 
the post office. 
Delivery of certain expedit~ 
mail services, such as S~!l! 
Delivery and Express Mail. WIn 
continue during the weekend. 
S.I.U. ADVANCE 
STUDY PLACE· 
MENTEXAM 
TO 8E OFFERED 
IN CARBONDALE 
THIS FALL 
Voluminous home s1udy notes on all 
.- areas of basic SCtflllCe. 
Teaclli .. tests accompanied by com-
.,.1Iens1" teac:llinltatles to be used at lIlY of our _ cen1lrs. 
Mate!ilfs CIOIIStlntJr updated. 
Che! 40 yelrs of 
t!!~~":::!. 8ti1 fiefdoftHt. ! 
"eparatIOft. 
IIIICI' ....... 
ClIIYII 
INTERESTED STUDENTS 
CALL 
,...'11. 
FO~ INFORMATION 
styles, even though aD of them 
are not used. 
After the names are 
proofread by print shop per-
sonnel. a proof press is used to 
print them on the master 
diploma. Approximately 15 
minutes is needed to print a 
student's name and major. 
Additional p'rinting is used to 
indicate If a student is 
graduating with honors. 
The diplomas are printed 
throughout the y'ear because of 
the three possIble graduation 
dales. Approximately 3,000 SlU-
e students graduated this 
spring. 
AWAIDWINNING 
PIZZA 
n.II ___ .... ,:II 
The Gold Mine w •• 
voted 11 .y the 
Southern Illinol. 
University Y_r.ooII 
611 S. IIIlnol. 
' ... 1. 
: chairperson of this newlv formed : 
: committee. The committee will work : 
: with the SIU Cheerleaders and Pom- : 
: Pon Squad and the Marching Salukis and .-
« Pep Band. As chairperson of this : 
: committee you would assume the duties of: : 
« .-
« .-
« .-
: -Prognmming borh pre-game &. half-time : 
: entertainment for Saluki foorball games. : 
: -Programming both pre-game &. half-rime : 
: enrertainment for men's &. women's r;' ..,_: 
: basketball games. /'\"i\'; '. \( .-
« -Programming activities to promote "~f (" : 
: Saluki Spirit! I ~ : 
• ~ ,.!:' ,.. 
: The deadline for applications is Fridav, : 
: August 25 at 5:00 pm. Applications : 
« are available at the Student Program.. .-
: ming Council Office on the third : 
« floor of the Student Center. : 
t********** .. ***********************~ 
rebate Get a 
on TI-59 Programmable. 
Even without the $20 rebate. the TI-59 is special-it's our most 
powerful programmable. and we've never offered it at a lower price. 
The TI-59 gives you up to 960 program steps, or up to 100 
memories, plus magnetic card read/write capability_ You can also 
slip in one ofTl's Solid State ~t\Wan:TM module~ ~d success-
fully attack complex engineenn,. busmess! statistical and 
scientific problems. And by addmg the optional 
PC-100c printer. you .can record 
vour calculations. 
~ So if you like the idea of 
ha\;ng real programmable 
power, take us up on our 
rebate offer. Buy a TI-59 
now. and fill out the coupon 
beIO\\: The offer ends 
DeC_31'198~-
I hnUllh: my T [ .. iI' Pr"J!Tl'ml1'.ahl .. at 
~~t(I;r:a~-:~'~c""h-... I:-t:-h .. """""at-.. :-I""""· 1-... -
~ipt and "'omplEOtt·d CU!"otumt"r infll; 
matl"O canl'pack ... 1 In I •• x\' !tly TI· .• !I 
~t'rial~n.i!l tfrom 
hack ~t{ cakuiatur). Plt':Ut." :o~nd my S:!O 
rebolt" oh...,k tn: 
S~E ______ ----________ --
AIJIIKt:"" ________ _ 
!"ITY _____ _ 
Sen.1 t .. : Tt"u.< In..trumpnt. TI·~!I fU.bat .. llff .. r. 
p. n. 80" 12.~ U,.vt. ii!I. Lubbock. T .. """ ~l. 
St'TE p".,f .. rpun-tta,... mu..~ bt- d~ ... f ht·t"t .. -r. .-\u.1C\L"t 1 
w:&~l~}3:~~~·§::~g§g~~;:·::.-. 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
INCORPORATED 
Another good deal!" 
_____________ -,--------1l 
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